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Abstract
With an action α of Rn on a C∗-algebra A and a skew-symmetric n×n matrix Θ one can consider
the Rieffel deformation AΘ of A, which is a C
∗-algebra generated by the α-smooth elements of A
with a new multiplication. The purpose of this paper is to obtain explicit formulas for K-theoretical
quantities defined by elements of AΘ. We give an explicit realization of Thom class in KK in any
dimension n, and use it in the index pairings. For local index formulas we assume that there is
a densely defined trace on A, invariant under the action. When n is odd, for example, we give a
formula for the index of operators of the form /PπΘ(u)/P , where πΘ(u) is the operator of left Rieffel
multiplication by an invertible element u over the unitization of A, and /P is projection onto the
nonnegative eigenspace of a Dirac operator constructed from the action α. The results are new also
for the undeformed case Θ = 0. The construction relies on two approaches to Rieffel deformations
in addition to Rieffel’s original one: “Kasprzak deformation” and “warped convolution”. We end by
outlining potential applications in mathematical physics.
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1 Introduction
The Thom isomorphism plays a fundamental role in K-theory of spaces [4, §2.7], [47, §IV.1]. In
K-theory of C∗-algebras there is an analogous result, the “Connes-Thom isomorphism”, which plays
an equally important role.
Theorem 1.1 ([35, Thm. 2]). Let (A,R, α) be a C∗-dynamical system. Then for • ∈ Z2 = {0, 1},
there are natural isomorphisms
∂• : K•(A)→ K•+1(A⋊α R).
It is a result of Fack and Skandalis [37] that the Connes-Thom isomorphism for one-parameter
actions α : R→ Aut(A) is given by Kasparov product with a certain “Thom class” tα in the Kasparov
group KK1(A,B), where B := A ⋊α R is the crossed product. The class tα is a KK-equivalence
with degree shift 1, so the result is stronger than merely isomorphism in K-theory.
The direct proof of Theorem 1.1 given in [35] is not available for n ≥ 2. For some interesting
remarks about why that is true, see [34, §13]. The KK proof in [37] gives an explicit representative
of the Thom element tα. We would like to have such a representative of tα for actions by R
n, with
arbitrary n.
Crossed products provide a rich source of examples to noncommutative index theory. By Theorem
1.1, it is possible to use B := A ⋊α R to deduce K-theoretical information about A and vice versa.
Suppose that A possesses a trace τ satisfying the invariance property τ ◦ αt = τ for all t ∈ R.
There is a canonical way of extending τ to a trace τˆ on B, called the “dual” of τ . Now τˆ induces a
homomorphism
τˆ∗ : K0(B)→ R
on K-theory. Suppose that u is an α-smooth unitary in the unitization A∼ = A×C, defining a class
[u] in K1(A), and that u belongs to the domain Dom(τ) of the trace τ . Then one has the formula
[35, Thm. 3]
τˆ (∂1([u])) =
1
2πi
τ(u∗δ(u)), (1)
where δ is the infinitesimal generator of the action α. An explicit expression for the left-hand side of
(1) was then obtained in [57] by constructing a certain extension
0 −→ B −→ T −→ A −→ 0 (2)
of A by the crossed product B = A⋊αR. The “Toeplitz algebra” T is generated by operators of the
form
Ta = Pπα(a)P, a ∈ A
where πα : A→M(B) is the usual embedding of A into the multiplier algebraM(B) of the crossed
product and P is a projection inM(B). The short exact sequence (2) generalizes the classical Toeplitz
extension of Coburn’s for the algebra A = C(S1) of continuous functions on the circle [32, 33]. The
formula derived in [57] reads
Indexτˆ (Tu) = − 1
2πi
τ(u∗δ(u)), (3)
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where, for an operator T whose kernel and cokernel projections Ker(T ) and Ker(T ∗) belong to the
domain of τˆ ,
Indexτˆ (T ) := τˆ(Ker(T ))− τˆ (Ker(T ∗))
is the τˆ -Fredholm index T . If τˆ is the operator trace Tr : B(H)+ → [0,+∞] then Indexτˆ (T ) is the
ordinary Fredholm index. In [57], the trace τ is assumed finite and A is assumed unital, but the
formula (3) has been extended to nonunital A and densely defined τ [69]. Then (3) is a generalization
of the classical Gohberg-Krein theorem [40, §10].
Replacing A by Mr(A) for any r ∈ N and tensoring τ with the standard trace on Mr(C) one
obtains a similar Toeplitz extension and the same formula (3) for u ∈ Ur(A∼). Thus we know from
[57, 69] that for n = 1 we obtain a map from the odd K-theory of A to the even K-theory of B. The
map
∂1 : K1(A)→ K0(B), ∂1([u]) := Index(Tu),
where Index(T ) := [Ker(T )]− [Ker(T ∗)] is the abstract index in K0(B), is an explicit description of
Connes’ Thom isomorphism in odd dimensions.
We shall attempt a generalization of these results to higher dimensions n, i.e. to C∗-dynamical
systems (A,Rn, α). We shall realize the Thom isomorphism as the operation of right Kasparov
product by a class tα ∈ KK•(A,B) both in even and odd dimensions n, where • ∈ {0, 1} =
{even, odd} is the parity of the integer n, and we find explicit bounded and unbounded representatives
of tα. Using the unbounded representative of tα we generalize the formula (3) to arbitrary separable
C∗-algebrasA equipped with a strongly continuous action α and a faithful densely defined α-invariant
lower-semicontinuous trace τ . The precise statements will be given in §2.1. It may be thought of as
a “noncommutative Gohberg-Krein theorem”.
In order to show that a “local” formula such as (3) is available for each class [u] ∈ K1(A) we
must find a dense ∗-subalgebra C of A such that the inclusion C →֒ A induces an isomorphism on
K-theory (briefly, we need to find a “local subalgebra” of A) and such that the formula (3) holds
for all unitaries u over the unitization C∼. That is a highly nontrivial task, and at several places
one needs to apply tools which were developed quite recently [27, 28, 29, 30, 23, 24]. After much
work we will find a “smoothly summable” spectral triple (C,H, /D) such that, in both even and odd
dimensions n, a generalization of (3) works for matrices over C∼. Even then one has to resort to
[23, Prop. 2.20] before one can conclude that the local formula works for all K-classes. Thus, an
explicit realization of the Thom isomorphism for Rn-actions relies on many aspects of the general
noncommutative index theory formulated in [23].
Let us now mention our main motivation for obtaining a local formula for the index pairing with
the Thom class. If α : Rn → Aut(A) is a strongly continuous action of Rn on a C∗-algebra A and Θ is
a real skew-symmetric n×n-matrix, one can introduce a new Θ-dependent multiplication ×Θ on the
α-smooth subalgebra A of A. The norm completion of A in a “left regular representation” of (A,×Θ)
is then a C∗-algebra AΘ, called the “Rieffel deformation” of A with respect to the data (α,Θ) [72].
An alternative approach to Rieffel deformation using crossed products was introduced by Kasprzak
[50]. Sparing the details until §3.1.4, the Kasprzak approach suggests that if we can do index pairings
via crossed products then we might be able to do index pairings for Rieffel deformations as well, and
to compare the Thom elements of A and AΘ. For a comparison of the numerical deformed and
undeformed indices we need a third approach to Rieffel deformations called “warped convolutions”
[20]. These allow the deformed algebra AΘ to be represented on any Hilbert space on which A is
represented. In fact, the applications of Rieffel deformations that we have in mind appear in the form
of warped convolutions [1, 2, 15, 55, 60, 61, 81]. Our main result, Therem 3.16, is a local formula
in terms of warped convolutions for the index pairings associated with the deformed C∗-dynamical
system (AΘ,R
n, αΘ).
Acknowledgment. The author thanks Adam Rennie for many discussions, support and help. We
also thank Rainer Verch, Gandalf Lechner and Andreas Thom for various comments. This paper was
written when the author was still affiliated with the Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the
Sciences.
More detailed background to all the material used in this paper can be found in [3].
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2 Index pairings for Rn-actions
2.1 Notation and statement of the results
Let A be a separable C∗-algebra and let α be a strongly continuous action of Rn on A. Briefly, we
say that (A,Rn, α) is a C∗-dynamical system. Let A be identified with its image A ⊂ B(H) in
some a faithful representation. We assume that α is unitarily implemented in H (for example, this
always happens if the weak closure A′′ is in standard form [80, Chapter IX.1]). The Hilbert space H
determines a representation
πα : A→ B(L2(Rn,H))
where, for all a ∈ A and ξ ∈ L2(Rn,H),
(πα(a)ξ)(t) := α−t(a)ξ(t), ∀ t ∈ Rn.
Let D1, . . . , Dn be generators of the n-parameter group of unitaries on L
2(Rn,H) implementing α in
L2(Rn,H), i.e.
πα(αt(a)) = e
2πit·Dπα(a)e
−2πit·D, ∀a ∈ A, t ∈ Rn,
where t ·D := t1D1 + · · ·+ tnDn.
Definition 2.1. Equip the Banach space L1(Rn, A) with the convolution product
(f ∗ g)(t) :=
ˆ
Rn
f(s)αs(g(t− s)) ds,
and the involution f∗(t) := αt(f(−t))∗. The crossed product of A by Rn is the C∗-algebra A⋊αRn
generated by the image of L1(Rn, A) in the representation π˜α : L
1(Rn, A)→ B(L2(Rn,H)) given by
[82, Prop. 2.39]
π˜α(f) :=
ˆ
Rn
πα(f(t))e
−2πit·D dt, ∀f ∈ L1(Rn, A).
We thus regard the crossed product B := A ⋊α R
n as a concrete C∗-algebra of operators on
L2(Rn,H). The isomorphism class of B is independent of the choice of Hilbert space H in which α
is unitarily implemented [82, §7.2]. Also the von Neumann algebra N := B′′ is independent of the
choice of H, up to isomorphism [80, Thm. X.1.7], and we fix such an H and the corresponding πα.
So the natural representation of the crossed product is on the Hilbert space L2(Rn,H) = L2(Rn)⊗
H. However, in order to obtain a representative of the Thom class, we shall need to consider the
Hilbert space
H := CN ⊗ L2(Rn,H),
where CN carries an irreducible representation of the n-dimensional complex Clifford algebra Cn.
Explicitly,
N :=
{
2n/2 if n is even,
2(n−1)/2 if n is odd.
The n-dimensional complex Clifford algebra Cn can then be identified with
Cn
∼=
{
MN (C) if n is even,
MN (C)⊕MN (C) if n is odd.
The irreducible representation of Cn for even n is on C
N . For odd n there are two irreducible
representations, given by sending the first respectively the second MN (C)-summand in Cn to the
fundamental representation of MN (C) on C
N .
The representation of A on H is the diagonal one,
πα(a) := 1N ⊗ πα(a),
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where 1N is the identity matrix of size N ×N . The selfadjoint operators D1, . . . , Dn can be used to
define the Dirac operator (the tensor product implicit)
/D :=
n∑
k=1
γkDk (4)
in H, where γ1, . . . , γn are Hermitian N × N matrices representing the generators of Cn on CN ,
satisfying therefore the Clifford relations γjγk + γkγj = 2δj,k.
Since /D is not invertible, yet one more “doubling-up” trick is necessary for the upcoming consid-
erations. Consider the Hilbert space H := H⊗ C2 and the operator
/D :=
(
/D 0
0 − /D
)
+m
(
0 1
1 0
)
(5)
for some arbitrary m > 0. We let /P denote the spectral projection of /D corresponding to the
interval [0,+∞). If /R := /D| /D|−1 is the “phase” of /D then we have /P = (1+ /R)/2. We represent
the minimal unitization A∼ = A× C on H by setting
piα(a+ λ1) :=
(
πα(a) + λ1 0
0 λ1
)
for a ∈ A and λ ∈ C.
Definition 2.2. The Toeplitz algebra of (A,Rn, α) is the C∗-subalgebra T of B(H) generated by
MN (B) together with elements of the form
Ta := /Ppiα(a) /P
for a ∈ A.
Our first result is the following Toeplitz extension.
Proposition 2.3. There is a semisplit short exact sequence
0 −→ MN (B) −→ T −→ A −→ 0.
In a sense that will be made precise below, the triple (piα,MN (B), /R) carries the same K-
theoretical information as the triple (πα,MN (B), /F ), where /F := /D(1 + /D
2
)−1/2.
For even n, the operator Γ := (−i)n/2γ1 · · · γn gives a Z2-grading of H, which we write as
H = H+ ⊕H−, and we have [Γ, πα(a)] = 0 for all a ∈ A while Γ /D = − /DΓ. For instance, consider
the explicit expressions for the Dirac operator in low dimensions n = 1, 2, 3 given by
/D = −D1 if n = 1,
/D =
(
0 iD1 +D2
−iD1 +D2 0
)
if n = 2,
/D =
(
D3 iD1 +D2
−iD1 +D2 −D3
)
if n = 3.
For both n = 2 and n = 3, the γk’s in (4) are the Pauli matrices. For n = 2 we can take Γ = γ3 ⊗ 1,
with the third Pauli matrix γ3 = diag(1,−1) (the diagonal matrix with eigenvalues 1 and −1) and
obtain a grading in which π(A) is even and /D is odd. In contrast, for n = 3 the diagonal terms in /D
spoil the property Γ /D = − /DΓ.
The phase /R = /D| /D|−1 decomposes in H = H+ ⊕H− as
/R =
(
0 /R−
/R+ 0
)
with /R− = ( /R+)
∗.
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Theorem 2.4. Let (A,Rn, α) be a C∗-dynamical system, with A separable. Let B := A ⋊α R
n be
the crossed product and let • ∈ {0, 1} = {even, odd} be the parity of the integer n. The Thom class
tα ∈ KK•(A,B) is represented by any of the following Kasparov A-B modules.
(i) (πB,MN (B), /F ), where /F := /D(1+ /D
2
)−1/2 is the bounded transform of /D, and the represen-
tation πB : A→M(B ⊗K) is given by left multiplication via πα.
(ii) (piB,MN (B), /R).
(iii) (πB,MN (B), 2 /P − 1), where /P is the spectral projection of the Dirac operator /D corresponding
to the interval [0,+∞).
If n is odd then the Thom class tα is also represented by the Toeplitz extension from Proposition 2.3,
under the identification of KK1(A,B) with Ext(A,B)−1 (the group of semisplit extensions of A by
B ⊗K).
We now want a more explicit formula for the index pairing. For k = 1, . . . , n, let δk denote the
infinitesimal generator of α in the kth direction, so that πα(δk(a)) = 2πi[Dk, πα(a)]. The common
smooth domain of δ1, . . . , δn will be denoted by A. For a, b ∈ A and m = 1, . . . , n we use the
shorthand notation
(aδ(b))m :=
∑
ε
(−1)ε
m∏
k=1
aδε(k)(b), (6)
where the sum is over all permutations ε of {1, . . . , n}.
In order to go beyond abstract index theory and be able to talk about real-valued indices, we
require that the C∗-algebra A admits a densely defined trace τ : A+ → [0,+∞] (here and below A+
denotes the positive cone in a ∗-algebra A). Then there exists a weight τˆ on B := A⋊αRn such that
τˆ(πˆα(f)
∗πˆα(f)) = τ(〈f |f〉A), ∀f ∈ C0(Rn,Dom(τ)) ∩ L2(R,H) (7)
where 〈·|·〉A is the A-valued inner product given by
〈f |g〉A :=
ˆ
Rn
f(s)∗g(s) ds, ∀f, g ∈ L2(Rn, A). (8)
For clarity we denote by τ¯ the normal extension of τ to the von Neumann algebra A′′. Then we have
the more well-established W ∗-notion dual weight of τ¯ on the W ∗-crossed product N := A′′ ⋊α Rn,
which extends τˆ :M+ → [0,∞]. We write τˆ also for this extension. Let us make the definition more
precise.
Definition 2.5 ([80, Def. X.1.16], [41, 42]). The weight on N dual to τ is defined to be
τˆ := τ ◦ π−1α ◦ E, (9)
where E is the “operator-valued weight” (see [43, Def. 2.1]) from N to the fixed-point subalgebra
N αˆ = πα(M) given by (here αˆ is the dual action)
E(T ∗T ) :=
ˆ
Rn
αˆp(T
∗T ) dp, ∀T ∈ N . (10)
Here E(T ∗T ) makes sense as an ultraweakly lower semicontinuous map from the positive cone in the
predual of πα(M) into [0,+∞].
Remark 2.6. In our generalization of the Gohberg-Krein theorem we shall need to assume τ to be
invariant under the Rn-action. To see why, suppose that τ(αt(a)) = τ(ρ
ita) for all a ∈ A, t ∈ R for
some positive invertible operator ρ affiliated to A′′. Then the modular automorphism group στˆ of τˆ
is nontrivial, namely
στˆt (x) = x, σ
τˆ
t (e
2πis·D) = πα(ρ
it)e2πis·D, ∀x ∈ N , s, t ∈ Rn.
So τˆ is not a trace in this case. On the other hand, if τ is α-invariant then στˆt ≡ id, which is equivalent
to saying that τˆ is a trace.
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Thus, we shall assume that the trace τ is α-invariant. We shall also assume that τ is faithful and
lower semicontinuous in norm. Then the dual weight τˆ is a normal faithful semifinite trace on N , so
that semifinite Fredholm theory [7, 11, 18, 19, 23] is available.
We will find a ∗-subalgebra C ofA of elements which are both sufficiently “smooth” with respect to
/D and “integrable” with respect to ( /D, τˆ ). It is from elements of this algebra that our K-theoretical
quantities can be explicitly calculated.
For notation simplicity we will formulate the result for unitaries u and projections e in C∼. It is
easily adapted to matrices over C∼ as well.
Theorem 2.7. Let (A,Rn, α) be a C∗-dynamical system, with A separable, and suppose that τ is a
faithful densely defined lower semicontiuous α-invariant trace on A. There exists a local subalgebra
C of A such that (C,H, /D) is a smoothly summable spectral triple over A, with spectral dimension n.
Suppose that n is odd. For each unitary u ∈ C∼, the τˆ -index of the Toeplitz operator /Pπα(u)/P
can be calculated using the the “local” formula
Indexτˆ (/Pπα(u)/P ) = −2
(n−1)/2(−1)(n−1)/2((n− 1)/2)!
(2πi)nn!
τ
(
(u∗δ(u))n
)
where we use the notation introduced in (6). Suppose that n is even. Then for each projection e ∈ C∼,
one has
Indexτˆ (piα(e) /R+piα(e)) =
(−1)n/2
(n/2)!
2n
(2πi)n
τ
(
(eδ(e)δ(e))n/2
)
,
where /R+ : H+ → H− is the +-part of /R = /D| /D|−1 under the splitting H = H+ ⊕H−.
Theorem 2.7 gives a generalization of the n = 1 formulae in [22, 57, 69]. If furthermore A = C(S1),
C = C∞(S1), with /D = √−1∂/∂t and τ the Lebesgue integral, we get the classical Gohberg-Krein
theorem (see [69, §4(a)]).
As a consequence of the general theory in [23] we also obtain the following facts (which we will
not dwell more upon).
Corollary 2.8. Suppose that n is odd and let u ∈ C∼ be a unitary. The τˆ -index of the Toeplitz opera-
tor /Pπα(u)/P is equal to the spectral flow (see [10, 27, 31, 38, 46, 68]) between /D and piα(u
∗) /Dpiα(u),
Indexτˆ (/Pπα(u)/P ) = Sf( /D, u
∗ /Du),
and to the pairing between the Chern character Ch(u) ∈ HP1(C) in odd continuous periodic cyclic
homology with the cohomological Chern character Ch(A,H, /D) ∈ HP 1(C),
Indexτˆ (/Pπα(u)/P ) =
−1√
2πi
〈Ch(u),Ch(C,H, /D)〉 (11)
= −τˆ(/P [/P , πα(u−1)][/P , πα(u)] · · · [/P , πα(u−1)][/P , πα(u)]).
Similarly, if n is even and e ∈ C∼ is a projection, the τˆ -index of piα(e) /R+piα(e) is the pairing
between the Chern character Ch(e) ∈ HP0(C) in even continuous periodic cyclic homology with the
cohomological Chern character Ch(A,H, /D) ∈ HP 0(C),
Indexτˆ (piα(e) /R+piα(e)) = 〈Ch(e),Ch(C,H, /D)〉. (12)
In the sense of (11) and (12) we may say that (C,H, /D) is an “unbounded representative” of the
Thom class for (A,Rn, α). Indeed, the left-hand sides of (11) and (12) are obtained by applying the
homomorphism τˆ∗ : K0(B) → R to the Kasparov products [u] ⊗A tα and [e] ⊗A tα (see Corollary
2.24).
Corollary 2.8 is a direct consequence of the (nontrivial) fact that (C,H, /D) is a smoothly summable
spectral triple over A. The local formula in Theorem 2.7 relies on properties of the dual trace τˆ which
allow us to translate certain expressions back to the original trace τ on A.
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2.2 The Dirac operator
Proposition 2.9. For a in the intersection of the domains Dom(δk) of the generators δk of α, we
have
[ /D, πα(a)] =
1
2πi
n∑
k=1
γkπα(δk(a)).
Proof. This is seen as in [22, Prop. 3.3] using
[ /D, πα(a)] =
n∑
k=1
γk[Dk, πα(a)].
Namely, if ξ is in the domain of Dk and a is in the domain of δk then
(Dkπα(a)ξ)(t) =
1
2πi
∂
∂tk
(α−t(a)ξ(t))
=
1
2πi
α−t(δk(a))ξ(t) +
1
2πi
α−t(a)
∂
∂tk
ξ(t),
so πα(a)ξ is in the domain of D. On the other hand, (πα(a)Dξ)(t) = (2πi)
−1α−t(a)∂ξ(t)/∂tk. Thus
([Dk, πα(a)]ξ)(t) =
1
2πi
α−t(δk(a))ξ(t),
and the formula for the commutator with /D =
∑
k γ
kDk follows.
The following lemma was proven in [25] and is a very important result for the interplay between
spectral triples and KK-theory.
Lemma 2.10 ([25, Lemma 2.3]). Let /D be an unbounded selfadjoint operator on a Hilbert space H,
and let Dom( /D) be the domain of /D. Suppose that T ∈ B(H) maps Dom( /D) into itself. Then, for
each λ ∈ [0,∞),
[T, (1+ λ+ /D
2
)−1] = /D(1+ λ+ /D
2
)−1[ /D, T ](1+ /D
2
)−1 + (1+ λ+ /D
2
)−1[ /D, T ] /D(1+ λ+ /D
2
)−1
is an equality in B(H).
In the next lemma we write D := (D1, . . . , Dn) and |D| :=
√
D21 + · · ·+D2n.
Lemma 2.11. Let /D be the Dirac operator (4) associated with the C∗-dynamical system (A,Rn, α)
and define
/F := /D(1+ /D
2
)−1/2.
Then for each a ∈ A, the commutator [/F , πα(a)] belongs to MN (B).
Proof. For a ∈ A, we know e.g. from Proposition 2.9 that [ /D, πα(a)] is a bounded operator on H, in
fact a multiplier of MN(B). This fact allows us to write
[/F , πα(a)] = [ /D, πα(a)](1+ /D
2
)−1/2 + /D[(1+ /D
2
)−1/2, πα(a)].
For every ϕ ∈ C0(R) and x ∈ A∼, the operator πα(x)ϕ( /D) is in MN (B), as follows from the definition
of the crossed product and the expression of /D in terms of the generators D1, . . . , Dn. Therefore,
the term [ /D, πα(a)](1+ /D
2
)−1/2 is in MN (B). It remains to show that we also have
/D[(1+ /D
2
)−1/2, πα(a)] ∈MN (B).
For that, we use [25, Remark A.3] to write
(1+ /D
2
)−1/2 =
1
π
ˆ ∞
0
(1+ λ+ /D
2
)−1λ−1/2 dλ,
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where the right-hand side converges in the norm on B(H). By Lemma 2.10 we then have
/D[(1+ /D
2
)−1/2, πα(a)]
=
1
π
/D
ˆ ∞
0
(1+ λ+ /D
2
)−1
(
[ /D, πα(a)] /D + /D[ /D, πα(a)]
)
(1+ λ+ /D
2
)−1λ−1/2 dλ.
Again we have convergence in the operator norm, so we can actually move the prefactor /D under the
integral sign to obtain
/D[(1+ /D
2
)−1/2, πα(a)] =
1
π
ˆ ∞
0
/D(1+ λ+ /D
2
)−1[ /D, πα(a)] /D(1+ λ+ /D
2
)−1λ−1/2 dλ
+
1
π
ˆ ∞
0
/D
2
(1+ λ+ /D
2
)−1[ /D, πα(a)](1+ λ+ /D
2
)−1λ−1/2 dλ,
The whole integrand is in MN (B) because, for instance, the operator /D
2
(1+ λ+ /D
2
)−1 is bounded
with norm ≤ 1 and a multiplier of MN (B). Moreover, the estimates [22, Remark 5]
‖(1+ λ+ /D2)−1‖ ≤ 1
1 + λ
, ‖ /D(1+ λ+ /D2)−1‖ ≤ 1
2
√
1 + λ
,
which follow from functional calculus, show that the integral is norm convergent. That completes
the proof.
Remark 2.12. As mentioned, for even n we can always find a grading operator Γ on H such that
Γπα(a) = πα(a)Γ for all a ∈ A and Γ /D = − /DΓ. In the example n = 2 we can take Γ to be
diag(1,−1). We write
H = H+ ⊕H−
for even n, with H± the ±1-eigenspace of the grading operator Γ. Under the decomposition H =
H+ ⊕H−, the algebra MN (B) splits as MN (B) = MN (B)+ ⊕MN (B)−, where MN (B)+ is the part
of MN (B) commuting with the grading operator Γ = diag(1,−1) and MN (B)− is the part anti-
commuting with Γ. In turn, this induces an even grading MN (B) = MN (B)+ ⊕MN (B)− of the
Hilbert B-module MN (B).
We let πB : A → MN (C) ⊗M(B) be the representation of A which takes a ∈ A to the operator
of left multiplication by the multiplier 1N ⊗ πα(a) of MN (C)⊗B. The operators πB(a) are even for
the grading of the Hilbert B-module MN (B), whereas γ
1, . . . , γn are odd. These observations lead
to the following result.
Proposition 2.13. The triple (πB ,MN (B), /F ) is a Kasparov A-B-module and defines a class
tα ∈ KK•(A,B),
where • ∈ {0, 1} = {even, odd} is the parity of n.
Let /R := /D| /D|−1 denote the phase of the massive Dirac operator /D. Then (piB,MN (B), /R) is
an even Kasparov A-(Cn ⊗B)-module and defines the same class tα in KK•(A,B).
Proof. We have seen in Lemma 2.11 that [/F , πα(a)] is in MN (B) for all a ∈ A. So for the first
statement it remains only to show that πB(A)(/F
2 − 1) is contained in MN (B). For that, let a ∈ A
and write
πB(a)(/F
2 − 1) = πB(a)(1+ /D2)−1 = πB(a)ϕ( /D)
where ϕ : R→ C vanishes at infinity. Thus we have πB(a)(/F 2 − 1) ∈ MN (B).
The same proof as that of Lemma 2.11 shows that [ /R,piB(a)] belongs to MN (B) for all a ∈ A.
That tα is also represented by (piB,MN (B), /R) follows from [23, Lemma 2.10].
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2.3 The Toeplitz extension
We are now in position to deduce the Toeplitz extension.
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Regard MN (B) as a subalgebra of B ⊗ K, where K is the C∗-algebra of
compact operators on some infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. From Proposition 2.13 we know that
/R and /P are multipliers of B⊗K. So we have a projection /P ∈M(B⊗K) with [ /P ,piα(A)] ⊂ B⊗K.
We know that this characterizes an invertible extension. The Busby invariant of this extension (cf.
[14, §15], [21], [66, §3.2]) is given by γα(a) := q( /Ppiα(a) /P ), where q :M(B⊗K)→ Q(B⊗K) is the
Calkin map. The proof is complete by noticing that the pullback C∗-algebra associated to γα (cf.
[66, Prop. 3.2.11]),
T ∼= {(T, a) ∈M(B ⊗K)⊕A| q(T ) = γα(a)},
is indeed the Toeplitz C∗-algebra.
We refer to the exact sequence in Proposition 2.3 as the Toeplitz extension of (A,Rn, α). It
determines an element of Ext(A,B)−1, the group of semisplit extensions of A by B ⊗K. Recall [48,
Lemma 6.2], which says that
KK1(A,B) ∼= Ext(A,B)−1,
where Ext(A,B)−1 is the group of invertible elements in the semigroup Ext(A,B) of extensions of
A by B. As we saw in the proof of Proposition 2.3, the Busby invariant of the Toeplitz extension of
(A,Rn, α) is given by
γα(a) := q( /Ppiα(a) /P ).
For odd n, it follows that the class of the Toeplitz extension identitifes with the element ofKK1(A,B)
denoted by tα in Proposition 2.13. We shall see in the next section that tα is in fact the Thom element
for (A,Rn, α), both for even and odd n.
Remark 2.14. By Proposition 2.13, the ideal of T generated by the elements
/Ppiα(a)piα(b) /P − /Ppiα(a) /Ppiα(b) /P , a, b ∈ A
coincides with MN (B), which is another way of seeing that MN (B) is an ideal in T .
Lemma 2.15. The operator Ta := /Ppiα(a) /P is Fredholm as an operator on MN (B) iff a is invertible
in A∼.
Proof. From Proposition 2.3 it follows that if Ta is invertible modulo MN (B) then a is invertible.
Conversely, if u ∈ A∼ is invertible then, since [ /P ,piα(u)] ∈ MN (B) by Lemma 2.11, we get
( /Ppiα(u) /P )( /Ppiα(u
−1) /P ) ≡ /P mod MN (B),
and similarly for u↔ u−1. Now /P is the identity in /P MN (N ) /P , where N := B′′.
We shall later define aK0(B)-valued index for MN (B)-relative Fredholm operators in /Pπα(A
∼) /P .
2.4 The Thom class
In this section we show that (πα,MN (B), /F ) is a representative of the Thom class for the C
∗-
dynamical system (A,Rn, α).
First we need to recall some fundamental facts about crossed products. Let B := A⋊αR
n be the
crossed product. There is an action αˆ : Rˆn → Aut(B) on B of the dual group Rˆn ∼= Rn of Rn, called
the dual action [80, Def. X.2.4], characterized by (s ∈ Rˆn)
αˆs(πα(a)) := πα(a), ∀ a ∈ A,
αˆs(λt) := e
−2πis·tλt, ∀ t ∈ Rn.
The fixed-point subalgebra of B under the action αˆ is just πα(A). A fundamental fact is that iterating
the crossed-product construction using the dual action gives back A (up to stable isomorphism).
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Theorem 2.16 (Takesaki-Takai duality [80, Thm. X.2.3], [79]). Let (A,Rn, α) be a C∗-dynamical
system. Then the crossed product of A ⋊α R
n with Rˆn by the dual action αˆ is stably isomorphic to
the original algebra A:
(A⋊α R
n)⋊αˆ Rˆ
n ∼= A⊗K.
On the level of von Neumann algebras M = A′′ and N = (A⋊α Rn)′′, the duality reads
N ⋊αˆ Rˆn ∼=M⊗B(L2(Rn)).
The isomorphism can be chosen so that the double dual action ˆˆα is intertwined with the action
α⊗Ad(λ) on A⊗K, where Ad(λt)(T ) := λ−tTλt for T ∈ K(L2(Rn)).
In view of Theorem 2.16, we refer to (B, Rˆn, αˆ) as the dual dynamical system of (A,Rn, α).
We want the construction of the Kasparov A-B-module (πα,MN (B), /F ) from the data (A,R
n, α)
to be “compatible” with Takesaki-Takai duality. Otherwise the element tαˆ associated with the dual
dynamical system (B, Rˆn, αˆ) will not be an inverse for tα. To have this compatibility we need to
be a little bit more cunning and distinguish between Rn-actions and actions by the dual group Rˆn.
Thus, we make the following convention.
Definition 2.17. As before, let Cn be the complex Clifford algebra associated with the vector space
R
n equipped with the standard Euclidean inner product 〈·|·〉. We let C−n be complex Clifford algebra
associated with (Rn,−〈·|·〉), i.e. with Rn equipped with the negative inner product. Let γˆ1, . . . , γˆn
be the skew-Hermitian generators of the irreducible representation of C−n on C
N .
Let (B, Rˆn, αˆ) be a C∗-dynamical system, i.e. a C∗-algebraB equipped with a strongly continuous
action αˆ : Rˆn → Aut(B). Let X1, . . . , Xn be the generators of the unitary group implementing αˆ in
the representation παˆ. We define the Kasparov B-(B ⋊αˆ Rˆ
n)-module
(παˆ,MN (B ⋊αˆ Rˆ
n), /X(1+ /X
2
)−1/2)
just as the module (πα,MN (A⋊α R
n), /D(1+ /D
2
)−1/2) was defined in the case of Rn-actions (§2.2),
but now with
/X :=
√−1
n∑
k=1
γˆkXk (13)
playing the role of /D. We let tαˆ denote the class in KK
•(B,B ⋊αˆ Rˆ
n) defined by the module
(παˆ,MN (B ⋊αˆ Rˆ
n), /X(1+ /X
2
)−1/2. Here • ∈ {0, 1} = {even, odd} is the parity of n.
The operator γˆk on CN anticommutes with γj for each j, k = 1, . . . , n. We shall see in the proof
of the following why that is important.
Proposition 2.18. The class tα of the Kasparov A-B module (πα,MN (B), /F ) is the Thom class
of (A,Rn, α). In particular, tα ∈ KK•(A,B) is a KK-equivalence of degree shift n, with inverse
tˆα := tαˆ ∈ KK•(B,B ⋊αˆ Rˆn) = KK•(B,A⊗K) = KK•(B,A).
Proof. We have to show that the class tα satisfies the axioms of the Thom class similar to those
stated in [37], [76, §2] for 1-parameter actions. Most of the proof is very similar to the case n = 1
but worth spelling out in detail (for n = 1 there is no need to distinguish between R and Rˆ-actions).
Normalization. Let A = C, so that α is the trivial Rn-action and B = C0(R
n). We need to show
that
tα ⊗C tˆα = 1C, tˆα ⊗C tα = 1B. (14)
But in this case, tα and tˆα are the “Dirac” and “Dirac-dual” elements for R
n [49, Def. 4.2] and the
equalities (14) are equivelent to Bott periodicity in KK [48, Thm. 5.7]. So the result is well known.
Let us just sketch the idea, so that we see the motivation for Definition 2.17.
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Both B and the iterated crossed product B ⋊αˆ R
n ∼= K act on L2(Rn). Let X1, . . . , Xn be the
generators of the unitary group implementing the dual action αˆ in L2(Rn), which is the action of Rn
by translations on B.
As defined in the last section, the element tα is represented by (πα,H, /D), where /D =
∑
k γ
kDk
for unbounded selfadjoint operators D1, . . . , Dn on L
2(Rn) such that [Xj , Dk] =
√−1. Consider the
operator
/K := /D + /X.
Definition 2.17 ensures that /K
2
is (minus a bounded normal operator) the n-dimensional harmonic
oscillator, which has discrete spectrum. In particular, (1 + /K)−1 is compact. Thus (πC,H, /K(1 +
/K
2
)−1/2) is a Kasparov C-C-module, where πC(λ) := λ1. In fact, (πC,H, /K(1+ /K2)−1/2) represents
the Kasparov product tα ⊗B tˆα [48, Thm. 5.7]. Moreover, /K is surjective and its kernel is the
1-dimensional subspace spanned by the vector ξ0(t) := e
−|t|2 . So /K is Fredholm, with Fredholm
index 1, and it represents the generator [1C] ∈ KK•(C,C). So tα ⊗B tˆα = 1C. The second equality
in (14) follows from a version of Atiyah’s rotation trick [5] or, alternatively, Takesaki-Takai duality
(cf. below in the last paragraph of this proof).
Naturality. Let ρ : (A,α) → (A′, α′) be an equivariant homomorphism of C∗-dynamical systems.
Then ρ induces a ∗-homomorphism ρˆ : B → B′ of the crossed products B := A ⋊α Rn and B′ :=
A′ ⋊α′ R
n. For f ∈ L1(Rn, A), one sets
ρˆ(πˆα(f)) :=
ˆ
Rn
(πα ◦ ρ)
(
f(t)
)
e−2πit·D dt,
where we recall that πˆα(f) :=
´
Rn
πα
(
f(t)
)
e−2πit·D dt. In particular, we have
ρˆ ◦ πα = πα′ ◦ ρ
as maps from A into M(A′ ⋊α′ Rn). The homomorphism ρ defines a class [ρ] ∈ KK0(A,A′) [14,
§17.1.2(a)]. Let ρ∗ and ρ∗ be the maps onKK given by left and right Kasparov product with the class
[ρ], respectively. Similarly, the “dual” homomorphism ρˆ gives rise to a KK-class [ρˆ] ∈ KK0(B,B′)
and we define ρˆ∗ := [ρˆ]⊗B′ · and ρˆ∗ := · ⊗B [ρˆ] as the operations of Kasparov product with the class
[ρˆ].
In this notation, the naturality the Thom classes have to satisfy is the equality
ρˆ∗(tα) = ρ
∗(tα′)
for all equivariant maps ρ : (A,α)→ (A′, α′). Thus, we need to show that
ρˆ∗[πα,MN (B), /F ] := [πα ⊗ id,MN (B)⊗ρˆ MN (B′), /F ⊗ 1]
coincides with
ρ∗[πα′ ,MN (B
′), /F
′
] := [πα′ ◦ ρ,MN (B′), /F ′].
By definition of the balanced tensor product, MN (B)⊗ρˆMN (B′) = ρˆ(MN (B)) is the closed right ideal
in MN (B
′) generated by ρˆ(MN (B)) and π⊗ id becomes the representation ρˆ◦πα. Now ρˆ◦πα = πα′ ◦ρ
gives the result.
Compatibility with external products. We need to show that, for all x ∈ KK0(A′, A) and y ∈
KK0(C′, C),
y ⊠ (x⊗A tα) = (y ⊠ x)⊗C⊗A tidC ⊗α.
This property is clearly satisfied by tα = [πα,MN (B), /F ]. For instance, take C = C
′ and y = 1C .
Then 1C ⊠ tα = tidC ⊗α. The general case follows by definition of ⊠.
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Thus, we have shown that tα satisfies the higher-dimensional analogue of the Fack-Skandalis
axioms for the Thom element. The next task is to show that these axioms implies that tα is a
KK-equivalence. The proof [14, §19.3], [76, Thm. 2.3], [37] that tα is a KK-equivalence carries over
completely. For completeness we reproduce the details.
For each λ ∈ [0, 1] we have the rescaled Rn-action
R ∋ t→ αλt := αλt,
where λ(t1, . . . , tn) := (λt1, . . . , λtn). We note that for λ = 1 we have the original action α while α
0
is the trivial action. Consider the C∗-algebra A′ = C([0, 1], A) and the Rn-action
(α′t(f))(λ) := α
λ
t (f(λ))
on A′ = C([0, 1])⊗A. We use the shorthand notation B′ := A′⋊α′ Rn and t′α := tα′ . The evaluation
ρλ : A
′ → A, given by ρλ(f) := f(λ), is equivariant: αλ ◦ ρλ = α′. By naturality of the Thom
elements, we therefore have
(ρλ)∗(tˆ
′
α) = ρˆ
∗
λ(tˆαλ), (ρˆλ)∗(t
′
α) = ρ
∗
λ(tαλ).
As above, the maps ρ∗λ and (ρλ)∗ are defined as the operations of left and right Kasparov product
with a class [ρλ] ∈ KK0(A′, A). By associativity of the Kasparov product, we have
(ρλ)∗(t
′
α ⊗B′ tˆ′α) = t′α ⊗B′ (ρλ)∗(tˆ′α)
= t′α ⊗B′ ρˆ∗λ(tˆαλ)
= (ρˆλ)∗(t
′
α)⊗B′ tˆαλ
= ρ∗λ(tαλ)⊗B′ tˆαλ
= ρ∗λ(tαλ ⊗B′ tˆαλ)
= [ρλ]⊗A (tαλ ⊗B′ tˆαλ).
The family (ρλ)λ∈[0,1] is a continuous homotopy so each ρλ induces the same map (ρλ)∗ on KK. So
for any λ ∈ [0, 1] we have
(t′α ⊗B′ tˆ′α)⊗A′ [ρ0] = [ρ0]⊗A (tαλ ⊗B′ tˆαλ).
Now ρ0(f) = f(0) is the evaluation at the endpoint, and the map ι(a) := a⊗1 is a homotopy inverse
to ρ0. So we have an inverse ι
∗ = [ι]⊗A′ to ρ∗0 = [ρ0]⊗A and we can make the rearrangement
[ι]⊗A′ (t′α ⊗B′ tˆ′α)⊗A′ [ρ0] = tαλ ⊗B tˆαλ .
The left-hand side is independent of λ ∈ [0, 1], so the right-hand side must be independent of λ ∈ [0, 1]
as well. But for λ = 0 we know from the normalization and naturality axioms that tα0 ⊗B tˆα0 = 1A.
At λ = 1 we obtain the desired result tα ⊗B tˆα = 1A.
Using Takesaki-Takai duality we have ˆˆtα = tα⊗C1K. Since ρˆ := ρˆλ leaves C∗(Rn) ⊂ B′ untouched
and intertwines πα′ with πα, we have again an equivariant map
ρˆ : (B′, αˆ′)→ (B, αˆ)
of the dual dynamical systems. Therefore, we can iterate the process and obtain a map ˆˆρ : B⋊αˆRˆ
n →
B′ ⋊αˆ′ Rˆ
n between the iterated crossed products. Under the isomorphism B ⋊αˆ Rˆ
n ∼= A ⊗ K one
checks that ˆˆρ becomes
ˆˆρ = ρ⊗ id .
So by replacing α with αˆ we obtain tˆα ⊗A tα = 1B. That finishes the proof.
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2.5 Kasparov products with the Thom class
We shall show that the Kasparov product [x] ⊗A [piB,B, /R] with K-theory classes [x] ∈ K•(A) is
equal to the K0(B)-valued index of a Fredholm operator on the Hilbert B-module BB.
Notation 2.19. In the following statements we want to allow for matrices over A. In order to make
the formulas readable, we shall make the following convention. For x ∈ Mr(A) = Mr(C) ⊗ A, we
write
piB(x) := (id⊗piB)(x), /RpiB(x) := (1r ⊗ /R)piB(x)
as operators on Cr ⊗ B = B⊕r. There should be no confusion since without this convention, the
expression piB(x) etc. does not make sense unless r = 1.
Theorem 2.20. Suppose that n is odd. Let u ∈ Ur(A∼) be a unitary over A∼ and denote by
[u] ∈ K1(A) the homotopy class of u. Then we have the equality
[u]⊗A [piB,B, /R] = Index( /PpiB(u) /P )
in K0(B).
Proof. For ease of notation, assume r = 1.
To a unitary u ∈ A∼ there corresponds a homomorphism ρu : C0(R)∼ →M(A) which takes z−1
to u− 1 under the identification of K1(A) with KK0(C0(R), A). The Kasparov product of the class
of ρu with the element [piB,B, /R] is given by
[ρu]⊗A [piB,B, /R] = [piB ◦ ρu,B, /R],
which is an element of KK1(C0(R), B). A homomorphism such as piB ◦ ρu : C0(R)∼ →M(B ⊗ K)
defines a unitary operator U = piB ◦ ρu(z) in M(B ⊗ K) (which in the present case is just piB(u)),
and conversely a unitary in M(B ⊗ K) determines a homomorphism from C0(R)∼ to M(B ⊗ K).
Homotopy equivalence of homomorphisms from C0(R)
∼ to M(B ⊗ K) translates into homotopy
equivalence of the corresponding unitaries in M(B ⊗K). So the class [piB ◦ ρu,B, /R] is represented
by a unitary U = piB(u) in M(B ⊗K) which commutes with /R modulo B ⊗K.
Therefore, if we set /P := (1+ /R)/2 then the operator /PpiB(u) /P is a Fredholm operator, i.e. it
is invertible modulo B ⊗K. Under the isomorphism [14, Prop. 12.2.1], [66, Cor. 10.3]
K0(B) ∼= K1(Q(B ⊗K)), K1(B) ∼= K0(Q(B ⊗K)),
our class can be identified with the class [q( /PpiB(u) /P )] in K1(Q(B ⊗ K)), where q : M(B ⊗ K) →
Q(B ⊗K) is the quotient map.
What we have done so far is just to trace the fate of the representative (piB ◦ ρu,B, /R) under the
isomorphism of KK1(C0(R), B) with K1(Q(B ⊗K)) [14, Prop. 17.5.7].
Equivalence classes of Fredholm operators on the Hilbert B-module ℓ2(N;B) correspond to el-
ements in K0(B) via the index map (one of the connecting maps in the 6-term exact sequence
in K-theory). The image of [ρu] ⊗A [piB,B, /R] under this map is the K0(B)-valued index of the
Fredholm operator /PpiB(u) /P :
δ([q( /PpiB(u) /P )]) = [Ker( /PpiB(u) /P )]− [Ker( /PpiB(u∗) /P )].
As mentioned in Remark 2.12, if the spectral triple (A,H, /D) is even then so is the doubled triple
(A,H, /D). The phase /R = /D| /D|−1 decomposes in H = H+ ⊕H− as
/R =
(
0 /R−
/R+ 0
)
with /R− = ( /R+)
∗. Under the decomposition H = H+ ⊕H−, the algebra B splits as B = B+ ⊕B−,
and this induces an even grading B = B+⊕B− of the Hilbert B-module B. Here B+ is the part of
B commuting with the grading operator Γ = diag(1,−1) and B− is the part anti-commuting with
Γ (cf. Remark 2.12).
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Theorem 2.21. Suppose that (A,H, /D) is even. Let e, f ∈ M∞(A∼) be projections over A∼ with
[e]− [f ] ∈ K0(A). Then we have the equality
([e]− [f ])⊗A [piB ,B, /R] = Index(piB(e) /R+piB(e))− Index(piB(f) /R+piB(f))
in K0(B), where piB(e) /R+piB(e) is viewed as an operator from piB(e)B
⊕r
+ to piB(e)B
⊕r
− .
Proof. Again we consider matrices of size r = 1 for simplicity. So let e, f ∈ A∼ be projections with
e− f ∈ A.
An isomorphism K0(A) ∼= KK0(C, A) (described e.g. in [3, Prop. 2.4.26]) sends the class [e]− [f ]
to (the KK-equivalence class of) a homomorphism ρ from C to M(A⊕ A) sending 1 ∈ C to e ⊕ f .
The Kasparov product with the KK-class of the spectral triple is then the element
[ρ]⊗A [piB,BB, /R] = [piB ◦ ρ,BB, /R]
in KK0(C, B). The map piB ◦ ρ sends 1 ∈ C to the operator piB ◦ ρ(1) = piB(e)− piB(f). From
(piB(e) /R+piB(e))(piB(e) /R−piB(e)) = piB(e) mod B ⊗K,
(piB(e) /R−piB(e))(piB(e) /R+piB(e)) = piB(e) mod B ⊗K,
we see that piB(e) /R+piB(e) is Fredholm as an operator from the module piB(e)B+ to the module
piB(e)B−.
We identify q(piB(e) /R+piB(e)) with a unitary in Q(B⊗K) and similarly with f replacing e. The
difference q(piB(e) /R+piB(e))− q(piB(f) /R+piB(f)) represents the class [ρ]⊗A [piB,BB, /R] under the
identification of KK0(C, B) with K1(Q(B ⊗K)).
The isomorphism δ : K1(Q(B⊗K))→ K0(B) just sends the homotopy class [q(piB(e) /R+piB(e))−
q(piB(f) /R+piB(f))] to theK0(B)-valued index of piB(e) /R+piB(e)−piB(f) /R+piB(f), as asserted.
Remark 2.22 (The obstruction to using /F ). In general we cannot use /F := /D(1 + /D
2
)−1/2 instead
of /R in the above pairings. The problem is that e /F+e need not be Fredholm when A is nonunital
and /F
2 6= 1. We recall the details about this fact from [23, §2.3].
Generally, let A and B be C∗-algebras and let (πB , XB, F ) be an even Kasparov A-B module.
Let e ∈ A∼ be a projection. We would like πB(e)F+πB(e) to be a Fredholm operator from πB(e)X+
to πB(e)X−. So we try to show that πB(e)F+πB(e) is invertible modulo KB(X). We have
(πB(e)F−πB(e))(πB(e)F+πB(e)) = πB(e)F−[πB(e), F+]πB(e) + πB(e)(F−F+ − 1)πB(e) + πB(e).
The term πB(e)F−[πB(e), F+]πB(e) is compact. Indeed [πB(a), F+] was required to be compact for
a ∈ A by definition of Kasparov module, and elements of the form λ1 ∈ A∼ have trivial commutators.
The problematic term is πB(e)(F−F+ − 1)πB(e), which is guaranteed to be compact only for e ∈ A.
This is where the condition F 2 = 1 becomes important. If F 2 = 1 then F−F+ − 1 = 0 and so
πB(e)F+πB(e) is Fredholm.
2.6 Numerical index
We saw in Theorem 2.20 that for any [u] ∈ K1(A), the element Tu := /PpiB(u) /P ∈ M(B ⊗ K) is a
Fredholm operator on the Hilbert B-module ℓ2(N;B). The projections Ker(Tu) and Ker(T
∗
u ) are of
finite rank and can be regarded as elements of B⊗K. Now the dual trace τˆ induces a homomorphism
τˆ∗ : K0(B)→ R. Therefore, the Fredholm operator Tu is (τˆ ⊗Tr)-Fredholm in the “semifinite” sense
of [7, 11, 18, 19, 23], where Tr is operator trace on K.
Similarly, if (πα,MN (B), /F ) is even then the Thom class produces (τˆ ⊗ Tr)-Fredholm operators
from elements of K0(A).
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Definition 2.23 (cf. [23, Def. 2.12]). The index pairing of [x] ∈ K•(A) with the Thom class
tα = [πα,MN (B), /F ] ∈ KK•(A,B) is the real number
〈[x], tα〉 := τˆ∗([x]⊗A tα)
obtained by applying the homomorphism τˆ∗ : K0(B)→ R to the Kasparov product [x]⊗A tα.
Corollary 2.24. Suppose that n is odd. Let u ∈ U∞(A∼) be a unitary over A∼ and denote by
[u] ∈ K1(A) the homotopy class of u. Then we have the equality
〈[u], tα〉 = Indexτˆ ( /PpiB(u) /P )
in τˆ∗(K0(B)) ⊆ R.
Suppose that n is even. Let e, f ∈ M∞(A∼) be projections over A∼ with [e]− [f ] ∈ K0(A). Then
we have the equality
〈[e]− [f ], tα〉 = Indexτˆ (piB(e) /R+piB(e))− Indexτˆ (piB(f) /R+piB(f))
in τˆ∗(K0(B)) ⊆ R.
2.7 Local formula
In this section we will prove a formula in the spirit of [22, 57, 69] for the τˆ -index of Toeplitz operators
Tu = Pπα(u)P . We adopt the powerful approach to the case n = 1 given in the recent paper [22].
In particular, we will need the local index formula for nonunital semifinite spectral triples described
in [23, §3].
We want to apply the general version of the local index formula to compute the τˆ -index. For
that, we first of all need to find a nonzero ∗-algebra C ⊂ A which gives a smoothly summable
(N , τˆ )-semifinite spectral triple. Recall that for smooth summability [23, §3] we need both a suitable
smoothness property of elements a in C with respect /D, as well as a (τˆ , /D)-integrability condition on
πα(a).
As expected, in our setting the smoothness with respect to /D is tightly related to the smoothness
with respect to the Rn-action α. In fact, we shall obtain as in [22, Prop. 3.12] that if an element
a ∈ A is smooth for the generator δ of α then πα(a) is smooth for the derivation [| /D|, ·]. Hence the
α-smooth subalgebra A ⊂ A can be used to define a smoothly summable spectral triple (A,H, /D).
We will not be able to use all of A since we also need an integrability condition, but we will still be
able to find a dense ∗-subalgebra C ⊂ A of A such that the inclusion C →֒ A induces an isomorphism
on K-theory.
First we shall discuss how integrability properties will be affected by the choice of Hilbert space.
Remember that A is acting on a Hilbert space H and that
πα : A→ L2(Rn,H)
is defined in terms of H. The dual trace τˆ on N can be alternatively defined [41, Def. 3.1], [80, Def.
X.1.6] in terms of the Hilbert algebra
Aτ := L
2(Rn,Hτ ) ∩ L1(Rn,Dom(τ)), (15)
where Hτ is the GNS space of τ . It is therefore natural to want πα to be a representation on
L2(Rn,Hτ ), and this was the approach in [22]. The action α is then required to preserve the trace,
or else it will not have a unitary implementation. However, the dual trace can also be described (see
Definition 2.5) as the composition of τ , π−1α and the operator-valued weight E in (10) and as we
shall see, we do not need H to be Hτ . (Again, we do assume that α preserves τ in this work but we
aim for some flexibility in the choice of H that could be useful in the future.) The reason for this is
the isomorphism N ∼= πˆα(Aτ )′′ [80, Lemma X.1.15], where Aτ is the left Hilbert algebra (15) which
completely defines τˆ .
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Again we use πα(a) to denote 1N ⊗ πα(a) for a ∈ A and we write τˆ for Tr⊗τˆ where Tr is the
matrix trace on MN (C).
Let δτ denote the restriction of the generators δ = (δ1, . . . , δn) to Dom(τ) and let Dom(δτ ) ⊂
Dom(τ) denote the domain of δτ .
Lemma 2.25. The triple (Dom(δτ ),H, /D) is a (N , τˆ )-semifinite spectral triple over A, i.e. for
all a ∈ Dom(δτ ) it holds that [23, Def. 2.1]
(i) the operator πα(a) preserves the domain of /D (implying that the commutator [ /D, πα(a)] is
densely defined), [ /D, πα(a)] extends to a bounded operator on H, and
(ii) πα(a)(1+ /D
2
)−1/2 belongs to the ideal K(N , τˆ ) of τˆ -compact operators.
Proof. Property (i) is obvious since Dom(δτ ) ⊂ A. For (ii) we note that πα(a)(1+ /D2)−1/2 = π˜α(f)
where the function Rn ∋ t→ f(t) := a(1 + |t|2)−1/2 belongs to Dom(δτ )⊗ C0(Rn).
Let A′′ be the weak closure of A in its original representation. Then τ extends to a normal trace
τ¯ on A′′ with the same GNS space as τ . The following lemma is the counterpart of [22, Lemma 3.4].
Lemma 2.26. Let h ∈ L∞(Rn)∩L2(Rn) and let a ∈ A′′ be such that a∗a is in Dom(τ¯ ). If we define
x(t) := ah(t),
then πˆα(x) ∈ N is τˆ -Hilbert-Schmidt and
τˆ (πˆα(x)
∗πˆα(x)) = τ(a
∗a)
ˆ
Rn
|h(t)|2 dt.
Proof. We write πˆα(x) =
´
πα(a)h(s)e
−2πis·D ds so that
αˆp(πˆα(x)) =
ˆ
Rn
πα(a)h(s)e
−2πip·se−is·D ds, ∀p ∈ Rn.
Since τˆ = τ¯ ◦ π−1α ◦ E, the assumptions on x give
τˆ (πˆα(x)
∗πˆα(x)) = τ¯ ◦ π−1α
(ˆ
Rn
αˆp(πˆα(x
∗x)) dp
)
= τ¯ ◦ π−1α
(˚
Rn×Rn×Rn
πα(a
∗a)h(t)h(s+ t)e−2πip·se−2πis·D dt ds dp
)
= τ¯ (a∗a)
ˆ
Rn
|h(t)|2 dt.
Corollary 2.27. Let s > n and define a weight ϕs on N by setting
ϕs(T ) := τˆ((1 + /D
2
)−s/4T (1 + /D
2
)−s/4)
for all T ∈ N+. Then the restriction of ϕs to M := πα(A)′′, viewed as a subalgebra of N , is
proportional to τ¯ ◦ π−1α .
Proof. From the Clifford relations we get
/D
2
=
n∑
k=1
1⊗D2k,
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and so if hs(t) := (1 + |t|2)−s/4 then by Lemma 2.26 we have for each positive a in the domain of τ
that
ϕs(πα(a)) = τˆ ((1 + /D
2
)−s/4πα(a)(1 + /D
2
)−s/4)
= τˆ (hs( /D)πα(a)hs( /D))
= Tr(1N )τ(a)
ˆ
Rn
|hs(t)|2 dt.
It follows that more generally that ϕs = ‖hs‖22τ¯ ◦ π−1α holds on πα(Dom(τ¯ )+) ⊂ M+. That
ϕs(πα(a)) = +∞ whenever τ¯ (a) = +∞ can be seen as in Corollary 3.5 of [22].
We now need the notion of “smooth summability”. Recall that the half-domain of a weight
ϕ : N+ → [0,+∞] is the vector space
Dom1/2(ϕ) := {T ∈ N| ϕ(T ∗T ) < +∞}.
Definition 2.28 ([23, §1.1]). Let p ≥ 1 be a real number. The algebra of ( /D, τˆ , p)-square-
integrable elements in N is the one defined by
B2( /D, τˆ , p) :=
⋂
s>p
Dom1/2(ϕs) ∩Dom1/2(ϕs)∗.
For each p ≥ 1, the space B2( /D, τˆ , p) is a Fre´chet ∗-algebra [23, Prop. 1.6]. The algebra of ( /D, τˆ , p)-
integrable elements in N is the subalgebra
B1( /D, τˆ , p) ⊂ B2( /D, τˆ , p)
defined as the closure of the image of B2( /D, τˆ , p)⊗B2( /D, τˆ , p) (completed projective tensor product)
under the multiplication map.
Definition 2.29. Consider the unbounded operators L on N given by
L(T ) := (1 + /D
2
)−1/2[ /D
2
, T ], ∀T ∈ N .
A (N , τˆ )-semifinite spectral triple (A,H, /D) is smoothly summable if there is a p ≥ 1 such that
π(a) and [ /D, π(a)] belong to the algebra [23, Lemma 1.29]
B∞1 ( /D, τˆ , p) := {T ∈ B1( /D, τˆ , p)| Lk(T ) ∈ B1( /D, τˆ , p) for all k ∈ N}.
for all a ∈ A.
Lemma 2.30. Let C be the ∗-subalgebra of Dom(τ) generated by the set
{a = bc ∈ A| δk(b), δk(c) ∈ Dom(δτ ) for all k ∈ N0}. (16)
Then (C,H, /D) is a smoothly summable (N , τˆ )-semifinite spectral triple. That is, there is a p ≥ 1
such that πα(a) and [ /D, πα(a)] belong to B∞1 ( /D, τˆ , p) for all a ∈ C.
Proof. We anticipate that p = n will suffice. As in Definition 2.29, let L be the operator on N given
by L(T ) := (1+ /D
2
)−1/2[ /D
2
, T ]. We begin by showing that πα(A) is contained in the smooth domain
of L.
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Write /F := /D(1 + /D
2
)−1/2 = (1 + /D
2
)−1/2 /D and Fk := Dk(1 + /D
2
)−1/2 for k = 1, . . . , n. Using
Proposition 2.9 and we see that
L(πα(a)) = (1 + /D
2
)−1/2( /D[ /D, πα(a)] + [ /D, πα(a)] /D)
=
1
2πi
n∑
k=1
/Fγkπα(δk(a)) +
1
2πi
(1 + /D
2
)−1/2
n∑
k=1
γkπα(δk(a)) /D
=
1
2πi
n∑
k=1
/Fγkπα(δk(a)) +
1
2πi
(1 + /D
2
)−1/2
n∑
k=1
(
[γkπα(δk(a)), /D] + /Dγ
kπα(δk(a))
)
=
1
πi
n∑
k=1
/Fγkπα(δk(a)) +
1
2πi
(1 + /D
2
)−1/2
n∑
l,k=1
( 1
2πi
γlγkπα(δlδk(a)) + [γ
l, γk]Dkπα(δk(a))
)
=
1
2πi
n∑
k=1
(
2 /Fγk + [γl, γk]Fk
)
πα(δk(a)) +
1
4π2
(1 + /D
2
)−1/2
n∑
l,k=1
γlγkπα(δlδk(a))
whenever a belongs to the domain of δ2.
This shows that Dom(L) ⊂ πα(Dom(δ2)). Since Lj is defined using the derivation [ /D2, ·], for all
f, g ∈ L∞(Rn) and T ∈ Dom(Lj) one has
Lj(f(D)Tg(D)) = f(D)Lj(T )g(D).
Note that L(πα(a)) is of the form f(D)Tg(D) with f, g ∈ L∞(Rn) and T ∈ Dom(L). Thus, the
action of Lj for j ∈ N can be deduced by just repeating the above calculation with δk(a) and δlδk(a)
instead of a, provided that a belongs to the domain of δ2j . Thus, an element a in
⋂
r∈NDom(δ
r) = A
will belong to Dom(Lj) for all j ∈ N.
From Corollary 2.27 we have
πα(Dom
1/2(τ)) ⊂ B2( /D, τˆ , n).
From [23, Prop. 1.19] we know that, since each ϕs is tracial onM := πα(A)′′, the space B1( /D, τˆ , n)∩
M is equal to the intersection of trace-ideals L1(M, ϕs) = Dom(ϕs),
B1( /D, τˆ , n) ∩M =
⋂
s>n
L1(M, ϕs).
But ϕs is proportional to τ¯ ◦ π−1α on M for all s > n, so we obtain
B1( /D, τˆ , n) ∩M = πα(Dom(τ¯ )).
Finally, on the C∗-level this yields
B1( /D, τˆ , n) ∩ πα(A) = πα(Dom(τ)).
In particular, πα(C) ⊂ B1( /D, τˆ , n). From the definition of C and our calculation of L(πα(C)) it follows
that Lk(πα(C)) ⊂ B1( /D, τˆ , n) for all k ∈ N. Moreover, we have [ /D, πα(a)] ∈ MN (C) ⊗ πα(C) for all
a ∈ C (Proposition 2.9). Thus, Lk([ /D, πα(C)]) ⊂ B1( /D, τˆ , n) for all k ∈ N as well. That finishes the
proof.
Corollary 2.31. For all a ∈ C we have
πα(a)(1 + /D
2
)−s/2 ∈ L1(N , τˆ ), ∀s > n.
Proof. As we have seen, for a ∈ C we have πα(a) ∈ B∞1 ( /D, τˆ , n). Therefore, for all s the operator
πα(a)(1 + /D
2
)−s/2 belongs to the space of pseudodifferential operators of order −s denoted by
OP−s0 ( /D, τˆ , n) in [23, §1.4]. One has OP00( /D, τˆ , n) = B∞1 ( /D, τˆ , n), so OP−s0 ( /D, τˆ , n) ⊂ L1(N , τˆ ) for
s > n by [23, Cor. 1.30].
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In the following we use the notation (6).
Proposition 2.32. For n odd and a unitary u ∈ C∼, we have
Indexτˆ (Tu) = −2
(n−1)/2(−1)(n−1)/2((n− 1)/2)!
(2πi)nn!
τ
(
(u∗δ(u))n
)
.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.30 shows that (C,H, /D) has spectral dimension n.
From the odd part of the local index formula [23, Thm. 3.33] in term of the resolvent cocycle, we
have
Indexτˆ (Tu) =
−1√
2πi
Res
r=(1−n)/2
n∑
m=1, odd
Φrm(Chm(u)). (17)
Here Chm(u) is the Chern character of [u],
Chm(u) := (−1)(m−1)/2((m− 1)/2)!u−1 ⊗ u⊗ · · · ⊗ u−1 ⊗ u ∈ (C∼)⊗(m+1),
and Φrm(Chm(u)) is, up to some constants (see [23, Def. 3.4]), the integral over s ∈ R+ of the function
(Tr⊗τˆ )
( 1
2πi
smΓ
ˆ
ε+iR
λ−n/2−rπα(u
−1)Rs(λ)[ /D, πα(u)]Rs(λ) · · · [ /D, πα(u)]Rs(λ) dλ
)
where Rs(λ) := (λ − (1 + s2 + /D2))−1. There is a product of m commutators [ /D, πα(u)] =
(2πi)−1
∑
k γ
k[Dk, πα(u)] in the above expression, and hence a factor Tr(Γγ
k1 · · · γkm). Only a prod-
uct of n Clifford generators γk has nonzero graded trace [12, Prop. 3.21] (note that Γ = 1 here
because n is odd, but the mentioned fact is true for even n as well). Therefore, only the nth compo-
nent in right-hand side of (17) survives. Theorem 3.33 of [23] says that the function r→ Φrn(Chn(u))
can be analytically continued to a deleted neighborhood of r = (1 − n)/2 where it has at worst a
simple pole.
The fact that only one term Φrn(Chn(u)) survives and has a well-defined residue at r = (1−n)/2
allows the proof of [23, Prop. 3.20] to be carried out without the hypothesis of isolated spectral
dimension. The result is that Indexτ (Tu) equals −(2πi)−1/2 times the value of the residue cocycle
φn(a0, a1, . . . an) :=
√
2πi
n!
Res
s=n
τˆ(piα(a0)[ /D,piα(a1)] · · · [ /D,piα(an)](1 + /D2)−n/2−s)
on the cycle Chn(u). That is,
Indexτˆ (Tu) = − (−1)
(n−1)/2((n− 1)/2)!√
2πi
φn(u
∗, u, . . . , u∗, u),
Recall the explicit expression for the commutators [ /D, πα(a)] from Proposition 2.9. In the notation
(6), Lemma 2.26 shows that
φn(u
∗, u, . . . , u∗, u) =
2(n−1)/2
√
2πi
(2πi)nn!
τ
(
u∗(δ(u)δ(u∗))(n−1)/2δ(u)
)
Res
s=n
ˆ
Rn
(1 + |t|2)−s/2 dt
(the factors of 1/2πi come from Proposition 2.9 while the factor 2(n−1)/2 is the trace of the product
of all γ matrices). Since δ is a derivation, uu−1 = 1 gives
δ(u−1) = −u−1δ(u)u−1,
and so
u∗
(
(δ(u)δ(u∗)
)(n−1)/2
δ(u) = u∗
(
δ(u∗)u∗δ(u)u∗
)(n−1)/2
δ(u) = (u∗δ(u))n,
from which
φn(u
∗, u, . . . , u∗, u) =
2(n−1)/2
√
2πi
(2πi)nn!
τ
(
(u∗δ(u))n
)
Res
s=n
ˆ
Rn
(1 + |t|2)−s/2 dt.
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Proposition 2.33. For n even and a projection e ∈ C∼, we have
Indexτˆ (piα(e) /R+piα(e)) =
(−1)n/2
(n/2)!
2n
(2πi)n
τ
(
(eδ(e)δ(e))n/2
)
.
Proof. For the same reason as in Proposition 2.32, we obtain the relation
Indexτˆ (piα(e) /R+piα(e)) = φ0(e) +
(−1)n/2n!
(n/2)!
φn(e, . . . , e).
The zeroth term
φ0(e) = Res
z=0
1
z
Tr(Γpiα(e)(1+ /D
2
)−z)
is 0 because the grading Γ = diag(1,−1) gives Tr(Γpiα(e)(1+ /D2)−z) = 0. Now the expression from
Lemma 2.26,
φn(e, . . . , e) =
2n
(2πi)nn!
τ
(
eδ(e) · · · δ(e))Res
s=n
ˆ
Rn
(1 + |t|2)−s/2 dt,
can rearranged using e(δ(e))n−1 = (eδ(e)δ(e))n/2, which follows from idempotency of e.
By [23, Prop. 2.20], the completion Cδ,ϕ of C in a certain locally convex topology is a dense
∗-subalgebra of A such that the inclusion Cδ,ϕ →֒ A induces isomorphisms on both K-groups and
(Cδ,ϕ,H, /D) is again a smoothly summable spectral triple over A. Therefore, given any class [x] ∈
K•(A) there is a representative x ∈ Cδ,ϕ such that a matrix analogue of one of the formulas (depending
on the parity • of n) in Proposition 2.32 or Proposition 2.33 holds.
2.8 Another choice of projection
We now construct a Toeplitz extension without doubling up the Hilbert space. We shall use the
same notation throughout, since it will be clear from the context which of the Toeplitz extensions is
considered. Recall that H := CN ⊗ L2(Rn,H).
Let T be the C∗-subalgebra of B(H) generated by MN (B) and the Toeplitz operators
Ta := /Pπα(a)/P , a ∈ A,
where /P is the spectral projection onto the nonnegative part of the spectrum of the massless Dirac
operator /D.
Proposition 2.34. For n odd, there is a semi-split extension
0 −→ MN (B) −→ T −→ A −→ 0.
The triple (πα,MN (B), 2 /P − 1) is a Kasparov A-B module representing the same class as the double
(piα,MN (B), /R). In particular, for all [u] ∈ K1(A) we have
Index(/Pπα(u)/P ) = Index( /Ppiα(u) /P )
and for all [e] ∈ K0(A) we have
Index(πα(e)(2 /P − 1)+πα(e)) = Index(piα(e) /R+piα(e)).
Proof. By [23, Prop. 2.25], (πα,MN (B), 2 /P − 1) is a Kasparov A-B module representing the same
KK-class as (πα,MN (B), /F ). The extension associated with (πα,MN (B), 2 /P −1) under the isomor-
phism KK1(A,B) ∼= Ext(A,B) gives the Toeplitz extension in the statement.
Recall that the KK-classes of (piα,MN (B), /R) and (πα,MN (B), /F ) coincide. Therefore, /P and
2 /F − 1 also defined the same element in KK•(A,B), where • ∈ {0, 1} is equal to 0 if n is even and
equal to 1 if n is odd.
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3 Rieffel deformations
With an action α of Rn on a C∗-algebra A and a skew-symmetric n× n matrix Θ one can consider
the Rieffel deformation AΘ of A, which is a C
∗-algebra generated by the α-smooth elements of A
with a new multiplication. The purpose of this section is to obtain explicit formulas for K-theoretical
quantities defined by elements of AΘ. Our approach relies on the smoothly summable spectral triple
(C,H, /D) associated with the C∗-dynamical system (A,Rn, α) as in the last section.
Rieffel showed that the K-theories of A and AΘ are isomorphic [75]. However, there is no explicit
description for the generators of K•(AΘ) even when the generators ofK•(A) are known. A projection
e ∈M∞(AΘ) (so that e×Θ e = e) need not be a projection in M∞(A) (i.e. e2 = e may not hold) and
vice versa. Similar remarks hold for unitaries.
We shall use three different pictures of Rieffel deformation to describe the relation between the
index pairings for A and AΘ.
3.1 Rieffel deformations in three ways
3.1.1 Quantization of noncommutative algebras
Motivated by the mathematical theory of quantization, Rieffel introduced a way of deforming a C∗-
or Fre´chet algebra by changing the multiplication [72, 74]. He shows that the resulting algebra is a
C∗-algebra and that the construction is functorial in a certain sense. His approach is very analytical
and technical, based on the use of operator-valued oscillatory integrals.
Let A be a C∗-algebra and let Cu(R
n, A) be the C∗-algebra of bounded uniformly continuous A-
valued functions on Rn equipped with the supremum norm. There is an action of Rn on Cu(R
n, A) by
translation. The subalgebra BA(Rn) of smooth elements for the translation action can be deformed
in the following way. Let Θ be a fixed real skew-symmetric n × n matrix. For f, g ∈ BA(Rn) we
define
(f ×Θ g)(t) :=
¨
Rn×Rn
f(t+Θz)g(t+ s)e2πiz·s dz ds,
where the integral has to be understood in the sense of [72, Prop. 1.6]. Denote by BAΘ(Rn) the
algebra BA(Rn) equipped with the new multiplication ×Θ.
Now let SA(Rn) be the space of A-valued Schwartz functions. We let f ∈ BAΘ(Rn) act on SA(Rn)
as
πΘ(f)g := f ×Θ g, ∀g ∈ SA(Rn).
There is an A-valued inner product on SA(Rn), given by
〈f |g〉A :=
ˆ
Rn
f(s)∗g(s) ds, ∀f, g ∈ SA(Rn). (18)
We denote by X the completion of SA(Rn) in the norm ‖f‖A :=
√〈f |f〉A. Then X is a right
Hilbert A-module and πΘ(f) is an adjointable operator on X for each f ∈ BAΘ(Rn), with adjoint
πΘ(f)∗ = πΘ(f∗) [72, Prop. 4.2]. Moreover, πΘ(f) is a bounded operator [72, Thm. 4.6].
Write BAΘ(Rn) for the algebra BA(Rn) equipped with the product ×Θ and the pre-C∗-norm
‖f‖Θ := ‖πΘ(f)‖, ∀f ∈ BAΘ(Rn)
where ‖ · ‖ is the operator norm on LA(X). The completion of BAΘ(Rn) in this norm is a C∗-algebra,
which we denote by BAΘ(R
n). Similarly, let SAΘ(Rn) be the algebra SA(Rn) regarded as a subalgebra
of BAΘ(Rn). Then SAΘ (Rn) is a pre-C∗-algebra and in fact [72, Prop. 3.3] a ∗-ideal in BAΘ(Rn).
Definition 3.1 ([72, Def. 4.9]). Suppose that (A,Rn, α) is a C∗-dynamical system and let A ⊂ A be
the subalgebra of smooth elements for the action α. For a ∈ A, let α(a) ∈ BAΘ(Rn) be the function
α(a)(t) := α−t(a). For a ∈ A we have α(a) ∈ BAΘ(Rn). Let πΘ : A → LA(X) be the map which takes
a ∈ A to the operator πΘ(a) given by
(πΘ(a)g)(t) := (α(a) ×Θ g)(t) =
¨
Rn×Rn
α−t+Θz(a)g(t+ s)e
2πiz·s dz ds
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for all g ∈ SA(Rn). The Rieffel deformation of A with respect to (α,Θ) is the C∗-algebra AΘ
obtained by completing A in the norm
‖a‖Θ := ‖πΘ(a)‖,
where ‖ · ‖ is the operator norm on LA(X).
Thus, AΘ is a C
∗-algebra with multiplication given by
a×Θ b :=
¨
Rn×Rn
αΘz(a)αs(b)e
2πiz·s dz ds
for a, b in the dense subalgebra AΘ (we use the subscript Θ on A when equipped with the product
×Θ).
3.1.2 Warped convolutions
Suppose that (A,Rn, α) is a C∗-dynamical system and that π : A → B(H) is a representation of
the C∗-algebra A. We are now interested in the following task: use π to construct an explicit
representation of the Rieffel deformation AΘ on the same Hilbert space H.
Buchholz, Lechner and Summers introduced a way of deforming an operator T on a Hilbert
space H to what they called a “warped convolution” of the operator [20]. The idea is as follows.
For some positive integer n, consider an n-tuple of commuting selfadjoint operators P = (Pµ)µ =
(P0, P1, . . . , Pn−1) in H. The notation here is taken from the motivating example of the relativistic
momentum operator. There is an associated action
αt(T ) := e
it·PTe−it·P (19)
of Rn on B(H). Fix a real antisymmetric n×n matrix Θ. For a bounded operator T which is smooth
with respect to the action (19), the warped convolution (or just “warping”) of T with respect to
(α,Θ) can be defined as the oscillatory integral
TΘ :=
ˆ
Rn
αΘs(T ) dE
P (s), (20)
where dEP (s) is the joint spectral measure of the Pµ’s and Θ is an n×n skew-symmetric matrix. In
fact, (20) makes sense also for certain unbounded operators [60, 1, 62], but we shall only need this
fact once (in Proposition 3.7).
Warped convolution turns out to be related to the deformed products developed by Rieffel. In
fact, if ×Θ denotes the Rieffel product defined by a unitarly implemented action (19) and the same
matrix Θ, then for α-smooth operators S, T ∈ B(H) one has [20]
SΘTΘ = (S ×Θ T )Θ. (21)
Lemma 3.2 ([20, Thm. 2.8]). Let (A,Rn, α) be a C∗-dynamical system and let π : A → B(H) be
a representation in which α is unitarily implemented, i.e. there are selfadjoint operators D1, . . . , Dn
on H such that
π(αt(a)) = e
2πit·Dπ(a)e−2πit·D, ∀a ∈ A, t ∈ Rn.
Fix a real skew-symmetric n× n matrix Θ and define a map πΘ : A → B(H) by
πΘ(a) := π(a)Θ, ∀a ∈ A,
where TΘ is the warped convolution of an operator T ∈ B(H) with respect to (α,Θ). Then πΘ extends
to a representation of the Rieffel deformation AΘ on H. Moreover, πΘ is faithful iff π is faithful,
and
πΘ(αt(a)) = e
2πit·DπΘ(a)e−2πit·D, ∀a ∈ AΘ, t ∈ Rn.
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In particular, if we have a concrete C∗-algebra A ⊂ B(H) equipped with a strongly continuous
Rn-action α, the C∗-algebra generated by AΘ := {aΘ| a ∈ A} is isomorphic to the Rieffel deformation
AΘ. Here and below, A ⊂ A denotes the subalgebra of A which is smooth under the action.
Example 3.3. Suppose that the Rn-action is periodic, so it can be regarded as an action of the
n-dimensional torus Tn ∼= Rn/Zn. Warped convolution have been used quite a lot in this setting
(without identifying it with a warped convolution). If α is a unitarily implemented action on B(H)
then H decomposes into spectral subspaces H(r) for r ∈ Zn. For a Tn-homogeneous operator T ∈ B(H)
of degree r, i.e. αs(T ) = e
2πis·rT , the warped convolution of T with respect to (α,Θ) is the operator
TΘ which acts as
TΘξ = e2πir·ΘsTξ, ∀ ξ ∈ H(s), s ∈ Zn;
see [54, §2], [83].
So let A ⊂ B(H) be a concrete C∗-algebra such that the action (19) is strongly continuous on A.
Then AΘ is generated by the operators
aΘ =
ˆ
Rn
eiΘs·Pae−iΘs·P dEP (s), a ∈ A. (22)
Whenever we are discussing Rieffel deformations we have a C∗-dynamical system (A,Rn, α). Recall
that the C∗-algebraic crossed product B := A⋊αR
n acts on the Hilbert space L2(Rn,H) if A ⊂ B(H).
Let t → λt = e−2πit·D be a unitary implementation of α in L2(Rn,H). Under the embedding
πα : A→M(B) of A into the multiplier algebra of the crossed product B := A⋊α Rn we have
πα(αt(a)) = πα(e
is·P ae−is·P ) = λ∗tπα(a)λt = e
2πit·Dπα(a)e
−2πit·D.
Identifying AΘ with its concrete image in B(H) (the C∗-algebra generated by the warpings aΘ),
the C∗-dynamical system (AΘ,R
n, αΘ) gives rise to a crossed product BΘ := AΘ ⋊αΘ R
n which is
represented on the same space L2(Rn,H) by the map παΘ : AΘ →M(BΘ). For T ∈ AΘ, the operator
παΘ(T ) is given by pointwise multiplication by the operator-valued function α
Θ(T ),
παΘ(T )ξ = α
Θ(T )ξ, ∀ ξ ∈ L2(Rn,H).
In particular, for a warping aΘ ∈ AΘ and a nice vector ξ ∈ SA(Rn,H) we have
(παΘ(a
Θ)ξ)(t) = (αΘ(aΘ)ξ)(t)
= (α(a) ×Θ ξ)(t)
:=
¨
Rn×Rn
α−t+Θz(a)ξ(t+ s)e
2πiz·s dz ds
=: (πΘ(a)ξ)(t),
so that παΘ(a
Θ) is the operator of “left Rieffel multiplication” by the function α(a). Recall that πΘ
appeared also in Definition 3.1 as a representation of AΘ on the Hilbert A-module X . If we use the
identification of the internal tensor product X ⊗A H with L2(Rn,H) then παΘ is the representation
on L2(Rn, A) induced by πΘ : A→ LA(X). We will sometimes identify παΘ and πΘ in this way.
Remark 3.4. Note that for Θ = 0 (the zero matrix) we have (rewriting the Rieffel product slightly
using the Fourier transform)
(πΘ(a)ξ)(t) =
ˆ
Rn
α−t+Θs(a)ξˆ(s)e
2πis·t ds
= α−t(a)
ˆ
Rn
ξˆ(s)e2πis·t ds
= α−t(a)ξ(t)
= (πα(a)ξ)(t).
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That is,
πΘ=0 = πα,
so that when we discuss πΘ with general skew-symmetric Θ we automatically include the case πα.
The operator πΘ(a) acts by left Rieffel mutliplication with α(a). Since πα(a) is the operator of
left multiplication with α(a), this means that
πΘ(a) = πα(a)
Θ
is the warped convolution of πα(a) with respect to (α,Θ), and we have an example of Lemma 3.2
with π = πα. Since πα(a) acts on L
2(Rn,H), the warped convolution (22) takes the form
πα(a)
Θ =
ˆ
Rn
e2πiΘs·Dπα(a)e
−2πiΘs·D dED(s). (23)
We recollect these observations.
Theorem 3.5. Let (A,Rn, α) be a C∗-dynamical system and let Θ be a real skew-symmetrix n× n
matrix. Then the operator πα(a
Θ) on L2(Rn,H) is the warped convolution of πα(a) ∈ A using
generators D and matrix Θ.
Using πΘ(a) = παΘ(a
Θ) = πα(a
Θ), we will be able to obtain a formula for the index of operators
of the form /PπΘ(u)/P in terms of the warpings uΘ ∈ AΘ ⊂ B(H).
Index pairings for Rieffel deformations were the original motivation for considering crossed prod-
ucts. The idea was inspired by the third picture of Rieffel deformations, which we recall next.
3.1.3 Kasprzak deformations
Let (A,Rn, α) be a C∗-dynamical system. Denote by αˆ : Rn → Aut(B) the dual action on the crossed
product B := A⋊α R
n. In Kasprzak’s approach to Rieffel deformations, the deforming parameter is
(a priori) not a matrix Θ but a continuous 2-cocycle
Φ : Rn × Rn → U(1)
on the groupRn with values in the circle group U(1). For later comparison we shall label the upcoming
deformed objects by Θ and not by Φ. For each t ∈ Rn we have the function Φt(s) := Φ(t, s) on Rn.
Then λ(Φt) is an element of M(B), where λ : L1(Rn)→M(B) is the embedding. Kasprzak noticed
[50, Thm. 3.1] that
αˆΘt (T ) := λ(Φt)
∗αˆt(T )λ(Φt), ∀T ∈ B (24)
defines a strongly continuous action of Rn on B. Moreover,
αˆΘt (λs) = e
2πitsλs, ∀ s, t ∈ Rn,
just as the original dual action αˆ. The idea is now to apply Landstad’s theory of crossed products
[67, §7.8].
Definition 3.6. Let (A,Rn, α) be a C∗-dynamical system and let Φ be a 2-cocycle on Rn. The
Kasprzak deformation of A with respect to (α,Φ) is the Landstad C∗-algebra AΘ of the R
n-
product (A⋊α R
n, λ, αˆΘ).
Consequently, the Kasprzak deformation AΘ satisfies
AΘ ⋊αΘ R
n ∼= A⋊α Rn (25)
where αΘ is the “same” action as α but on a different algebra (namely on AΘ instead of A). The
algebra AΘ was called the “Rieffel deformation” of A [50, §3].
Kasprzak formulated his deformation for locally compact Abelian groups (not necessarily Rn) [50]
and his approach extend to not necessarily Abelian groups [13] and even to locally compact quantum
groups [64].
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3.1.4 Comparison of deformations
Having described three different ways of deforming a C∗-algebra equipped by an Rn-action we now
show that it is possible to pass from one to another.
Since Kasprzak used the term “Rieffel deformation” in his approach, several workers tried to
elucidate the relation to Rieffel’s deformation by actions of Rn and the Kasprzak deformation [44],
[77], [13], with some success. It was shown in [63] that the deformed algebra AΘ of Rieffel’s satisfies
(25) and is isomorphic to the Kasprzak deformation of A for a canonical choice of 2-cocycle Φ, whence
the notation AΘ for both Rieffel and Kasprzak deformations.
That is, if (A,Rn, α) is a C∗-dynamical system and AΘ is a Rieffel deformation of A for some
choice of matrix Θ, then the result of [63] is that the crossed products B := A ⋊α R
n and BΘ :=
AΘ ⋊α R
n are isomorphic. On the level of smooth crossed products [36], the explicit isomorphism
SA(Rn) ∋ f → fΘ ∈ SAΘ(Rn) which underlies (25) is given by [63]
fΘ(t) :=
ˆ
Rn
αΘs(fˆ(s))e
2πit·s ds. (26)
We denote by πˆα and πˆ
Θ the representations of B and BΘ induced by πα and π
Θ respectively. The
important relation is [63]
πˆΘ(f) = πˆα(f
Θ), ∀ f ∈ SA(Rn)
where f on the left-hand side is viewed as an element of BΘ and on the right-hand side as f ∈ B.
The notation fΘ is used here to stress the similarity with warped convolution. The function fΘ
defined in (26) is the Fourier transform of s → αΘs(fˆ(s)) so in the spectral representation of the
Dk’s, the operator πˆα(f
Θ) acts as multiplication by the function s→ πα
(
αΘs(fˆ(s))
)
. So
πˆα(f
Θ) =
ˆ
Rn
πα
(
(fΘ(t))
)
e−2πit·D dt
=
¨
Rn×Rn
e2πiΘs·Dπα
(
fˆ(s)
)
e−2πiΘs·De2πit·se−2πit·D ds dt,
and if ED(s) is the spectral measure of D then we can write
πˆα(f
Θ) =
¨
Rn×Rn
πα
(
(fΘ(t))
)
e−2πit·s dED(s) dt
=
ˆ
Rn
e2πiΘs·Dπα
(
fˆ(s)
)
e−2πiΘs·D dED(s).
Recall now (23), which says that (under the identification αΘ = α)
πα(a
Θ) =
ˆ
Rn
e2πiΘs·Dπα(a)e
−2πiΘs·D dED(s).
Thus the notion of warped convolution extends to the crossed product by means of the formula (26).
By considering πα(A) instead of A we can use the isomorphism BΘ ∼= B etc., and things simplify. The
idea is thus to obtained a local formula for Fredholm operators related to the warped convolutions
πα(a
Θ) by viewing the operator πα(a
Θ) as a multiplier of the crossed product.
The relation πα(a
Θ) = πΘ(a) is the multiplier analogue of the relation (26). Note that this gives
πα(a
ΘbΘ) = πα(a
Θ)πα(b
Θ) = πΘ(a)πΘ(b) = πΘ(a×Θ b) = πα((a×Θ b)Θ). (27)
In the following theorem we consider warped convolution with respect to (α,Θ) for unbounded
operators T acting on L2(Rn,H) and denote by TΘ the resulting operator. For the proof, cf. [1, 2, 60].
Proposition 3.7. Let X1, . . . , Xn denote the generators of the unitary group implementing the dual
action αˆ on B. Then for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, as operators with domain S(Rn;H) we have
XΘj = Xj + 2π
n∑
k=1
Θj,kDk.
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We have yet to mention what cocycle should be used in Kasprzak’s deformation to obtain the
Rieffel deformation AΘ. If Φ : R
n×Rn → U(1) is a 2-cocycle, we let Φt : Rn → U(1) be the function
Φt(s) := Φ(t, s). As before we have the multiplier λ(Φt) of the crossed product B.
Proposition 3.8 ([63, Thm. 2.3]). Let (A,Rn, α) be a C∗-dynamical system and let Θ be a real
skew-symmetrix n× n matrix. Let Φ : Rn × Rn → U(1) be the 2-cocycle Φ(t, s) := e−2πit·Θs, so that
λ(Φt) = e
−2πit·ΘD.
Then the Kasprzak deformation of A by (α,Φ) is isomorphic to the Rieffel deformation of A by
(α,Θ).
Combining Proposition 3.8 with Proposition 3.7 we conclude yet another relation between warping
and Kasprzak deformation.
Corollary 3.9. The Kasprzak deformation AΘ of A is obtained by replacing the generators X1, . . . , Xn
of the dual action αˆ : Rn → Aut(B) by their warped convolutions XΘ1 , . . . , XΘn .
Proof. The Heisenberg commutation relations [Xj, Dk] =
√−1δjk imply that the cocycle intertwining
the unitary groups generated byXj andX
Θ
j is simply R
n ∋ s→ e−is·ΘD. But then the transformation
X → XΘ is the Kasprzak approach because changing the dual action as in (24) corresponds exactly
to the addition of the terms Θj,kDk.
3.2 Deformed index pairings
Let (A,Rn, α) be a C∗-dynamical system. For any real skew-symmetric n × n matrix Θ, the au-
tomorphisms αt act as automorphisms also for the new multiplication on AΘ [72, Prop. 2.5]. As
mentioned in Remark ??, α : Rn → Aut(AΘ) extends to a strongly continuous action αΘ on AΘ, so
we have a new C∗-dynamical system (AΘ,R
n, αΘ). Moreover, if τ is an α-invariant faithful trace on
A then τ induces an αΘ-invariant faithful trace on AΘ [73, Thm. 4.1]. We can therefore apply the
results of the last section to the deformed system (AΘ,R
n, αΘ).
On the other hand, we need to choose a Hilbert-space representation of AΘ in which α
Θ is
unitarily implemented. Warped convolutions allow us to use any representation of the undeformed
algebra A in which α is unitarily implemented. In that way, we can use the undeformed embedding
πα : A → M(B) to pass to crossed products. Doing so there might be a chance of obtaining a
formula for the index of /PπΘ(u)/P in terms of the warped convolution uΘ. By staying in the original
representation πα we could use the relation π
Θ(a) = πα(a
Θ). This works well, except for the fact
that aΘ is only defined as a multiplier of SA(Rn). We will indicate the required modifications in
§3.2.2.
3.2.1 The deformed Thom element
We can use Corollary 3.9 to deduce a representative of the Thom element for (AΘ,R
n, αΘ) in terms
of that of (A,Rn, α).
Corollary 3.10. The Thom element tˆΘα of the dynamical system (B, Rˆ
n, αˆΘ) is represented by the
operator
/X
Θ
=
n∑
j,k=1
γk(Xk + 2πΘj,kDk).
Let tΘα be the Thom element for (AΘ,R
n, αΘ). Then
tΘα ⊗B tˆΘα = 1AΘ .
Proof. The first statement comes from Corollary 3.9. The last statement holds because under the
isomorphism B ∼= BΘ induced by f → fΘ, the action αˆΘ is intertwined with αˆ = α̂Θ [63, Thm. 3.3],
and (BΘ, Rˆ
n, α̂Θ) is the ordinary “dual” Thom element of (AΘ,R
n, αΘ).
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3.2.2 Numerical index for Θ 6= 0
We now try to extend the local index formula from the last chapter to Rieffel deformations. Let X
be Hilbert A-module obtained by completing SA(Rn) in the inner product (18). For nonzero Θ, the
best way of taking the trace of the elements aΘ seem to be by viewing aΘ as an adjointable operator
on X .
There is a general construction for extending traces to operators on a given Hilbert module (see
[53, §1]). In the present case it means that we have to replace τ(aΘ) for a ∈ A+ by
τ˜(aΘ) := sup
I
∑
φ∈I
τ(〈φ|aΘφ〉A), (28)
where the supremum is taken over all finite subsets I of X for which it holds ∑φ∈I φφ∗ ≤ 1, where
φφ∗ is regarded as a compact operator on SA(Rn). We denote by τ˜ this extension of τ to the C∗-
algebra LA(X) of adjointable operators on X . Note that τ˜ also extends the trace τ¯ : A′′+ → [0,+∞].
In the following we endow the smooth subalgebra A with the Fre´chet topology given by the
seminorms
‖a‖m :=
∑
k1+···+kn≤m
1
k1! · · · kn!‖δ
k1
1 ◦ · · · ◦ δknn (a)‖, m ∈ N0
where δ1, . . . , δn are the generators of the action α.
Lemma 3.11. The α-smooth subalgebra A has an approximate identity (ek)k∈N consisting of positive
elements of A. Moreover, (ek)k∈N is a bounded approximate identity also for the deformed product
×Θ on A for any Θ.
Proof. This is [72, Props. 2.17, 2.18].
Lemma 3.12. Let τ˜ be the extension of τ to LA(X) as above. Then for all a, b ∈ A+ we have
τ˜ (aΘbΘ) = τ(a×Θ b).
Proof. Let (ek)k∈N be a bounded approximate identity for A and let (fk)k∈N be an approximate
identity for the convolution algebra S(Rn), where the latter implies that fk ≥ 0 and that the Fourier
transform of fk satisfies fˆk(0) = 1 for all k. Then we get an approximate identity (φk)k∈N for SA(Rn)
by setting
φk(t) := fk(t)ek, ∀t ∈ Rn.
For all a ∈ A,
lim
k
〈φk|aΘφk〉 = lim
k
ˆ
Rn
|fk(t)|2ek a×Θ ek dt
= lim
k
̂|fk|2(0)ek(a×Θ ek)
= a
where we used Lemma 3.11 in the last line. Hence we get a back when we apply τ˜ to aΘ, even if τ is
not invariant under the Rn-action. On the other hand, for a, b ∈ A+ we have aΘbΘ = (a×Θ b)Θ.
From the proof of Lemma 3.12 we obtain the following.
Corollary 3.13. The extension τ˜ of τ is finite on every element in the set
Dom(τ)Θ := {aΘ| a ∈ Dom(τ)}.
Lemma 3.14. Let x(t) := ah(t) with h ∈ L∞(Rn)∩L2(Rn) and α-smooth a ∈ A′′ with a∗a ∈ Dom(τ¯ ).
Then πˆΘ(x) is τˆ -Hilbert-Schmidt and
τˆ (πˆΘ(x)∗πˆΘ(x)) = τ(a∗ ×Θ a)
ˆ
Rn
|h(t)|2 dt.
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Proof. If h is in S(Rn) then x is in SA(Rn) and we can define xΘ explicitly. This is again an
element of SA(Rn) and hence πˆΘ(x)∗πˆΘ(x) is τˆ -traceable. For general h ∈ L∞(Rn) ∩ L2(Rn) we
have x ∈ L2(Rn,A) and we define xΘ by approximation with Schwartz functions. In this way xΘ is
again in L2(Rn,A) and hence πˆα(xΘ) = πˆΘ(x) is Hilbert-Schmidt for τˆ . Proceeding as in Lemma
2.26 one obtains the formula.
Remark 3.15. The action α on SA(Rn) is just the translation action. From the invariance of the
Lebesgue integral under translations one obtains [72, Prop. 3.6]
ˆ
Rn
(f ×Θ g)(t)dt =
ˆ
Rn
f(t)g(t) dt,
holds for all f, g ∈ SA(Rn). Rieffel showed furthermore in [73, Thm. 4.1] that any α-invariant trace
τ on A satisfies
τ(a ×Θ b) = τ(ab)
for all positive and smooth elements a, b. However, this does not imply that τ(a×Θ b×Θ c) = τ(abc)
and so on, and hence the indices in Theorem 2.7 cannot, for n ≥ 2, be expressed in terms of the
undeformed product in general.
Our result from the last chapter (Theorem 2.7) can in particular be applied the deformed system
(AΘ,R
n, αΘ). We want to rewrite the resulting formula by replacing producs ×Θ by the ordinary
operator multiplication in A ⊂ B(H). Let a, b, c ∈ A. Using
aΘbΘcΘ = (a×Θ b)ΘcΘ = (a×Θ b×Θ c)Θ
we deduce the relation τ(a×Θ b×Θ c) = τ˜ (aΘbΘcΘ) as in Lemma 3.12, and similarly for products of
n elements in A. This gives the following result.
Theorem 3.16. Let (A,Rn, α) be a C∗-dynamical system as in Theorem 2.7 and adapt the notation
introduced there.
If n is odd and u ∈ C∼ is unitary for the product ×Θ, then
Indexτˆ (/Pπ
Θ(u)/P ) = −τˆ(/P [/P , πα(uΘ∗)][/P , πα(uΘ)] · · · [/P , πα(uΘ∗)][/P , πα(uΘ)])
= −2
(n−1)/2(−1)(n−1)/2((n− 1)/2)!
(2πi)nn!
τ˜
(
(uΘ∗δ(uΘ))n
)
,
where τ˜ is the extension of τ to LA(X) defined by (28). If n is even then for each projection e ∈ C∼
for the product ×Θ one has
Indexτˆ (pi
Θ(e) /R+pi
Θ(e)) =
1
2
τˆ
(
/RΓ[ /R,piα(e
Θ)] · · · [ /R,piα(eΘ)]
)
=
(−1)n/2
(n/2)!
2n
(2πi)n
τ˜
(
(eΘδ(eΘ)δ(eΘ))n/2
)
.
We stress again that these formulas require that we have a representation (namely the warped
convolution) of AΘ on the same Hilbert space H as A in the first place. Only then do we have
παΘ = πα as maps from AΘ into B(L2(Rn,H)).
3.3 Some applications
Our original motivation for the present work was to obtain an explicit index pairing for Rieffel
deformations. The relevance of such deformations to physics is that they appear when modeling
interactions between quantum systems using quantum measurement theory (see [1, 2]).
First we give an (counter)example which illustrates the need of an even more general index theory
than the one used in this paper.
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Example 3.17 (κ-Minkowski space). The Lebesgue integral τ defines a trace on the Schwarz algebra
S(R2). A certain star-product ⋆κ put on a subalgebra A of S(R2) leads to the noncommutative space
called “κ-Minkowski space”. This can be described as a Rieffel deformation of A [59, §6] using an
action which does not leave τ invariant. It is a beautiful fact that τ is not a trace on AΘ = (A, ⋆κ)
but rather a KMS weight with respect to a group of automorphisms of A (we recommend [58] for
details). The ideas presented in this paper could be a step towards index pairings for κ-Minkowski.
The next example discusses a very well-established application of index pairings in physics, where
Rieffel deformations could provide a new tool.
Example 3.18 (Quantum Hall effect). Consider the commutative C∗-algebra A = C0(Ω) where
(Ω, µ) is a probability measure space. Let τ(f) :=
´
Ω
f(t) dµ(t) be the trace given by integration on
(Ω, µ) (note that τ is here finite on all of A). Let α be an action of Rn on A = C∞c (Ω). Suppose
X1, . . . , Xn are generators of a unitary group implementing α in L
2(Rn × Ω, µ). On the crossed
product L∞(Ω, µ)⋊α R
n there is a weight τˆ dual to τ which is a trace if τ is invariant under α; let
us assume that this is the case. We let an element x ∈ L∞(Ω, µ)⋊Rn be written formally as
x ∼
ˆ
Rn
x(p)eip·X
where each x(p) : Ω→ C belongs to L∞(Ω, µ). Then the dual weight is given by (see e.g. [52])
τˆ (x) = τ(x(0)) =
ˆ
Ω
(x(0))(ω) dµ(ω).
It is also possible to consider a crossed product N := L∞(Ω, µ) ⋊α,B˜ Rn twisted by a 2-cocycle of
the form (s, t)→ eis·B˜t on Rn with a matrix B˜; the dual-trace construction works in this case as well
[78]. The C∗-algebra of interest is then the C∗-algebraic twisted crossed product B = C0(Ω; B˜) ⊂ N .
Let /X denote the Dirac operator formed as in (4) from the generators X1, . . . , Xn of the unitary
group implementing α on N . Take n odd, for example, and set
λn := −2
(n−1)/2(−1)(n−1)/2((n− 1)/2)!
(2πi)nn!
.
Then for a unitary u ∈ A we get a formula for the spectral flow Sf( /X, u∗ /Xu) from Theorem 2.7,
Sf( /X, u∗ /Xu) = λn
∑
ǫ
(−1)ǫτ
( n∏
k=1
u−1
√−1[Xǫ(k), u]
)
= λn
∑
ǫ
(−1)ǫ
n∏
k=1
ˆ
Ω
u−1(ω)
√−1[Xǫ(k), u](ω) dµ(ω),
the sum running over all permutations ǫ of {1, . . . , n} with sign (−1)ǫ. According to Theorem 3.16,
deforming with a matrix Θ to incorporate the effect of some external interaction, the spectral flow
becomes
SfΘ( /X, u∗ /Xu) = λn
∑
ǫ
(−1)ǫ
n∏
k=1
ˆ
Ω
u∗(ω)×Θ
√−1[Xǫ(k), u](ω) dµ(ω).
The reader may recognize that what we are discussing here is the setting of the extremely elegant
and successful formulation of the integral quantum Hall effect using noncommutative geometry, due
to Bellissard et al. [8]. There, the matrix B˜ which defines the 2-cocycle (s, t) → eis·B˜t is given by
B˜t := B ∧ t, where B = (B1, . . . , Bn) is the constant magnetic vector field. It has been realized
[51] that the Bellissard approach is related to the more recent magnetic pseudodifferential calculus of
[56]. Twisted crossed product are very similar to Rieffel deformation but still different [9]. Using the
results of this paper we can reproduce the quantum Hall algebra and the operators whose Fredholm
indices give the quantized conductance, modulo the distinction between crossed products and Rieffel
deformation.
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In [8] the X ′ks play the role of position operators, generators of momentum translations, and
a spectral triple is defined using /X. Most prominently, the index of the bounded transform of /X
(compressed with the Fermi projection) has been used to calculate the Hall conductivity when n = 2.
In [70], this was generalized to the construction of a spectral triple from /X to any even n ≥ 1, and
for even n only. The index of Toeplitz operators PuP was used in [6] for a mathematical formulation
of physical processes, including the integer Hall effect. Theorem 2.7 shows that the Xk’s appear also
here, and even though the approaches [8] and [6] seem very different at first, the distinction mainly
comes from “even versus odd”. For even dimensions the odd pairing can be used by considering
unitaries in C0(R, A)
∼, which is also what is done in [6] for n = 2 (see also [39]).
There is also a paper [71] showing the relevance of the Bellissard approach also to odd case.
Moreover, results very similar to those of this paper but applicable to twisted crossed products
are discussed in [17]. In the same work [17] appears an extensive up-to-date discussion about the
C∗-approach to topological condensed-matter systems such as the quantum Hall effect.
One reason why we are more attracted to the use of Rieffel deformation than twisted crossed prod-
ucts is the direct relation between Rieffel deformation to interactions as they are usually described
in quantum physics [1, 2]. If the Dk’s are position operators then the dual action αˆ : R
n → Aut(N ),
implemented by a unitary group eiv·P , can be interpreted as the group of spacetime translations.
Thus P = (P1, . . . , Pn) are the energy-momenta. Performing a Rieffel deformation gives that the
Pk’s are changed by a term coming from the Dk’s as we saw in Proposition 3.7. So the deformation
is like adding an external term to the energy or to the momenta, interpreted suitably as coming from
the interaction with another quantum system. Note that, by choice of gauge, a transient external
electric field can be incorporated either via a potential energy term added to the Hamiltonian, or
via an external vector potential term added to P1, . . . , Pn [16]. We know that either of these can be
obtained from Rieffel deformation [2].
On the other hand, if we have an action α generated by the momenta (D1, . . . , Dn) = (P1, . . . , Pn),
then /D = γkPk is a Dirac operator in the physical sense, and the positive projection P singles out the
states of positive energy. The spectral flow between /D and u∗ /Du is then like the amount of charge
transferred due to the operation u. This could be any real number, although it may be possible to
obtain further restrictions on its possible values in specific examples.
Use of such /D is not limited to condensed matter physics. In fact, (Lorentzian) spectral triples
have been used to define a CAR algebra when the field operators act as multiplication operators with
a Moyal product (i.e. the special kind of Rieffel product when the initial algebra A is commutative)
[15, 81]. The relevant algebra is thus a Rieffel deformation of a commutative algebra like S(Rn) and
the present paper strongly suggests that Connes’-type pairings can be used also in this setting.
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